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California is one of eighteen American states that authorize the
recall of statewide officers,1 and one of the approximately thirty-six
states that authorize the recall of local elected officials. 2 Although a
few states purport to authorize the recall of members of Congress, 3 the
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1. See app. A. The District of Columbia also authorizes use of the recall.
2. See app. B. In 2006, 60.3% of U.S. cities had recall provisions. This exceeded

the percentages for the two other major direct democracy devices-the initiative (57.5%)
and the citizen-generated referendum (45.3%). In the five years between 2002 and
2006, recall petitions were filed against a council member in 4.5% of U.S. cities. In
32.9% of cities where petitions were filed, at least one recall was successful. ICMA,
Municipal Form of Government, 2006: Trends in Structure, Responsibility, and Compo-
sition, available at http://icma.org (follow "ICMA Results Networks" hyperlink; then fol-
low "Surveys & Research" hyperlink; then follow "Survey Results" hyperlink; then
follow "Municipal Form of Government, 2006" hyperlink). The use of the recall in cities
has long been a matter of debate. Organized in 1894 to promote good city government,
the National Municipal League has for many years published a Model City Charter.
FRANK MANN STEWART, A HALF CENTURY OF MUNICIPAL REFORM: THE HISTORY OF NA-
TIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 100-101 (1950). The League did not recommend the recall in
the first two editions of the charter. Id. In the third edition, however, the League rec-
ommended its use. Id. The fourth edition recommended against the recall for cities
using proportional representation, but recommended that cities not using proportional
representation adopt recall. Id. Although the League, now called the National Civic
League, did not include the recall in its seventh edition, it changed its position for the
eighth edition published in 2003 and now recommends the recall. Christopher T. Gates
& Robert Loper, Reviewing the Model City Charter: The Making of the Eighth Edition,
85 PM MAGAZINE, Apr. 2003, at 4, available at http://wwwl.icma.org/pn/8503/gates.
htm.

3. Specifically, Michigan, New Jersey, and Wisconsin purport to authorize the re-
call of members of Congress. See app. A; JOSEPH F. ZIMMERMAN, THE RECALL: TRIBUNAL

OF THE PEOPLE 31 (1997). Recognizing the dubious constitutionality of state recalls for
members of the U.S. Congress, North Dakota allows congressional candidates to file an
official statement indicating that they will resign if an advisory recall vote should go
against them. N.D. CONST. art. II, § 9. See FREDERICK L. BIRD & FRANCES M. RYAN, THE
RECALL OF PUBLIC OFFICERS: A STUDY OF THE OPERATION OF THE RECALL IN CALIFORNIA
16-17 (1930). Arizona has a similar provision. See ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 19-221, 222
(2002).
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U.S. Constitution appears to preclude this,4 and California law does
not authorize such recalls. No state purports to authorize recall of the
President. 5

As the name suggests, "recall" is a way to remove an elected offi-
cial before the end of the official's normal term in office. 6 In this re-
spect, "recall" is similar to impeachment. In other respects, however,
recall differs radically from impeachment. Recall is a direct democ-
racy device-initiated by signatures from individual citizens and re-
solved by a vote of the people. Impeachment, by contrast, is a
legislative procedure-triggered in California, as under the U.S. Con-
stitution, by a vote of the lower house and resolved by a vote of the
upper house. 7

In a highly publicized election that some called a "media circus,"
California used this not so well known procedure in 2003 to remove
Gray Davis, its sitting governor, and replace Davis with Arnold
Schwarzenegger, a world champion body builder and renowned movie
actor. This action was by far the most significant use of the recall in
the United States to date. This Article seeks to describe the circum-
stances that led to this extraordinary action and to explore some of the
lessons that might be learned from it. Part I discusses the concept
and history of the recall procedure. Part II gives a brief history of the
2003 California gubernatorial recall, describing the political situation
in California just prior to the recall, the beginnings of the recall move-
ment, the struggle to collect the signatures necessary to qualify the
recall and require an election, the candidates who decided to seek the
governorship if the recall election succeeded, and the recall campaign.
Part III explores the character of the California recall campaign as it
evolved, and the role that money and lawsuits played in the outcome.
Part IV assesses how well the California government and legal system
performed its duties related to the recall, while Part V describes the
public's reactions. Part VI contains some final reflections.

I. THE RECALL IDEA

In the America of the late 1800s, hard pressed farmers and work-
ers, particularly in the Western states, viewed their legislatures as

4. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 4, § 5, cls. 1, 2, § 6, cl. 1; U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v.
Thornton, 514 U.S. 779 (1995); Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969); Jefferson B.
Fordham, The Utah Recall Proposal, 1976 UTAH L. REV. 1, 34-35; ZIMMERMAN, supra
note 3, at 31.

5. See U.S. CONST. art. II (appearing to preclude recall of the President).
6. See CAL. CONST. art. II, § 13 (defining recall as "the power of the electors to

remove an elective officer").
7. CAL. CONST. art. IV, § 18; U.S. CONST. art. I, § 2, cl. 5; U.S. CONsT. art. I, § 3, cl.

6, 7; U.S. CONST. art. II, § 4.
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being under the thumb of special interests, especially the railroads.
To cure this problem, Populists in the late 1890s and Progressives in
the early 1900s advocated more direct control by the people them-
selves-through the initiative, the citizen-initiated referendum, and
the recall.8 Although there were antecedents going back as far as an-
cient Rome, this agenda was clearly borrowed in major part from Swit-
zerland, particularly Zurich where the Socialist Karl Buerkli was
using the initiative and the citizen-initiated referendum to push re-
forms aimed at helping workers. 9 Although the recall had existed in
canton Schaffhausen, perhaps since the 1820s, even in Switzerland
the recall was more novel and less developed than the citizen-initiated
referendum and the initiative. 10 The recall idea, however, had early
American roots that helped to create a fertile climate. In 1776, Penn-
sylvania recalled its delegates to the Continental Congress when they
refused to sign the Declaration of Independence." And in 1778, even
before they had completed winning their independence, the thirteen
American colonies included in the Articles of Confederation a provi-
sion specifically authorizing the recall of delegates. 12 Because these
home grown procedures relied primarily on local legislative bodies to
trigger the recall, however, the Swiss idea of using citizen signatures
was an important innovation. 13

In 1903, the city of Los Angeles became the first American juris-
diction to adopt the citizen-initiated recall. 14 The first state to adopt

8. See, e.g., THOMAS E. CRONIN, DIRECT DEMOCRACY: THE POLITICS OF INITIATIVE,

REFERENDUM, AND RECALL 43-59 (1989).
9. Frank F. Abbott, The Referendum and the Recall Among the Ancient Romans,

23 SEWANEE REVIEW 84, 89-94 (1915). The tribune Octavius was removed in 133 B.C. by
a vote of the people because he had vetoed a senate bill. Id. The recall was proposed by
the other tribune-Tiberius Gracchus. Id. See also PHILIP L. DUBOIS & FLOYD FEENEY,

LAWMAKING BY INITIATIVE: ISSUES, OPTIONS, AND COMPARISONS 7-11, 46-49 (1998) (dis-
cussing the origins and development of the Swiss initiative).

10. Margaret A. Schaffner, The Recall, 18 YALE REV. 206-09 (1909). Schaffner indi-
cates that about a third of the Swiss cantons allowed use of the procedure in the early
1900s. Most, however, already used the initiative and the citizen-initiated referendum.

11. Id. at 209. The Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776 provided in its Declaration
of Rights:

VI. That those who are employed in the legislative and executive business of
the state may be restrained from oppression, the people have a right, at such
periods they may think proper, to reduce their public officers to a private sta-
tion, and supply the vacancies by certain and regular elections.

JOSEPH F. ZIMMERMAN, THE RECALL: TRIBUNAL OF THE PEOPLE 6-7 (1997).
12. ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION art. V. A similar idea was carefully considered in

the Philadelphia Convention that wrote the U.S. Constitution in 1787. CRONIN, supra
note 8, at 129-30.

13. Schaffner, supra note 10.
14. 1903 Cal. Stat. 574-76 (approving § 198c of the Los Angeles City Charter);

FREDERICK L. BIRD & FRANCES M. RYAN, THE RECALL OF PUBLIC OFFICERS: A STUDY OF

THE OPERATION OF THE RECALL IN CALIFORNIA 3 (1930) (discussing recall system in
California).
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this kind of recall for statewide officers was Oregon, doing so in
1908.15 California was the second state to adopt the procedure. 16

Campaigning for the California governorship on a platform that called
for adoption of the initiative, the referendum, and the recall, as well as
women's suffrage, direct election of senators and presidential prima-
ries, Hiram Johnson, a reform-minded Republican, triumphed in the
1911 election. Losing no time, Johnson persuaded first the legislature
and then the voters to approve his most important proposals in less
than ten months. 17 Although the recall (because it could be applied to
judges) was much more hotly debated in the legislature than the initi-
ative or the citizen-initiated referendum, all three were approved by
over three-fourths of the electorate.1 8

By 2003, California had voted on some 287 state-wide initiatives
and 40 state-wide referenda since these procedures were adopted in
1911.19 Prior to 2003, however, no statewide recall effort had ever
reached the election stage. Beginning in 1936, there had been thirty-
one attempts to recall governors, including an attempt to recall Ron-
ald Reagan when he served as governor. None of these efforts suc-
ceeded, however, in collecting enough signatures to require a vote by
the electorate. Most did not even come close. There had been one at-

15. CRONIN, supra note 8, at 126; CHARLES A. BEARD & BIRL E. SCHULTZ, Docu-
MENTS ON THE STATE-WIDE INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM AND RECALL 242 (Leonard W. Levy
ed., 1970) (1912). Oregon was also the first American state to use the statewide initia-
tive. DAVID D. SCHMIDT, CITIZEN LAWMAKERS: THE BALLOT INITIATIVE REVOLUTION 8
(1989).

16. CRONIN, supra note 8, at 126. The Arizona Territorial Legislature also adopted
the recall in 1911 as part of the constitution that it wished to become effective when it
was granted statehood. Although Congress approved the constitution and the recall
provision, President Taft vetoed the package because of objections to having the recall
apply to judges. Arizona adopted a revised procedure the following year that did not
apply to judges. BEARD ET. AL., supra note 15, at 244-64. Although Illinois adopted the
procedure in 1910, it authorized use only for local officials. ZIMMERMAN, supra note 11,
at 14. See Act of Mar. 9, 1910, 1910 Ill. Laws 12 (authorizing the use of the recall only
for local officials).

17. DUBoIs ET AL., supra note 9, at 11-13; BEARD ET AL., supra note 14, at 264. In a
legislative session beginning on January 2, 1911, the Senate passed the proposal on
February 24, 1911 and the Assembly on March 7, 1911. The voters passed the proposal
in a special election. California Secretary of State, Statement of the Vote of California:
Special Election 5 (Oct. 10, 1911) [hereinafter Special Election 1911] (on file with au-
thor) (voting on Senate Constitutional Amendment No. 23: 178,115 yes-53,755 no).

18. Special Election 1911, supra note 17, at 5. The initiative and referendum were
approved by 168,744 to 52,093 and the recall by 178,115 to 53,755. See also Partnoy v.
Shelley, 277 F. Supp. 2d 1064 (S.D. Cal. 2003) (discussing intervener based arguments
that might have postponed the election according to the 1911 legislative history); see
infra note 164 and accompanying text.

19. California Secretary of State, A History of California Initiatives 9 (Dec. 2002),
available at http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/init_history.pdf. The referendum total is
based on California Secretary of State, A Study of California Ballot Measures: 1884 to
1993, 2-3 (Jan. 1994) (on file with Mabie Law Library, University of California Davis)
and the author's count for the years 1994-2003.
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tempt to recall a lieutenant governor, two attempts to recall the state
attorney general and twenty-seven attempts to recall a member of the
California Supreme Court. 20 Well organized efforts in 1982 to recall
Chief Justice Rose Bird failed but played a role in her election defeat
in 1986.21 There had also been fifty-four attempts to recall state legis-
lators, and one attempt to recall a member of the Board of Equaliza-
tion. Seven of the attempts involving state legislators reached the
vote stage and four led to recalls-one in 1913, one in 1914, and two in
1995.22 At the local level, the recall had been used much more fre-
quently in California. Although no complete data exist, studies indi-
cate that at least eighty-one local officials were recalled between 1903
and 1929, and 396 between 1970 and 1979. The mayor of Los Angeles
was recalled in 1909. In 1983, San Francisco Mayor Diane Feinstein
survived a recall vote.2 3

The seventeen other states that allow statewide recalls have also
used the procedure sparingly. Although there have been a number of
efforts in other states to recall governors, only two collected sufficient
signatures to force a recall election. In the first, in 1921, North Da-
kota recalled its then-sitting governor. In the second, in 1988, the Ari-
zona legislature impeached the governor before a recall election could
be held. 24 Like California, other states have used the recall much
more frequently at the local level. 25

20. California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: 2003 Statewide Special Elec-
tion Oct. 7, 2003) [hereinafter Special Election 2003], available at http://www.sos.ca.
gov/elections/sov/2003_special/contents.htm. Examination of the recall petitions in the
California State Archives by the author indicates that at least 31 of the 117 recall peti-
tions between 1911 and 2003 were filed during the 1980s by one proponent. This in-
cludes at least five of the thirty-one petitions filed against governors. All five were
against Governor George Deukmejian. Targeting "liberals" and "conservatives" alike,
this proponent filed three petitions against Chief Justice Rose Bird and three against
her supposedly more conservative replacement Malcolm Lucas. None of his thirty-one
efforts succeeded in obtaining enough signatures to get on the ballot.

21. Examination of recall petitions in the California State Archives by the author
indicate that there were at least nine efforts to recall Chief Justice Bird between 1981
and 1986. Among the sponsors of three of the recall petitions filed in 1982 were promi-
nent Republicans Carol Hallet, George Nicholson, and H.L. Richardson. Howard
Jarvis, co-sponsor of Proposition 13, California's famed tax cutting initiative, was also a
sponsor. The executive director of the Recall Rose Bird Alliance was Tony Rackauckas,
now district attorney for Orange County.

22. ZIMMERMAN, supra note 11, at 82-87; Shaun Bowler & Bruce E. Cain, Introduc-
tion to CLICKER POLITICS: ESSAYS ON THE CALIFORNIA RECALL 4 (Shaun Bowler & Bruce
E. Cain eds., 2005).

23. ZIMMERMAN, supra note 11, at 98-110. The first California recall, involving a
Los Angeles City Council member was in 1904. H.S. Gilbertson, Conservative Aspects of
the Recall, 1 NAT'L MUN. REV. 204, 207-08 (1912).

24. CRONIN, supra note 8, at 127-28.
25. Bruce E. Cain, Melissa Cully Anderson & Annette K. Eaton, Barriers to Recal-

ling Elected Officials: A Cross-State Analysis of the Incidence and Success of Recall Peti-
tions, in CLICKER POLITICS, supra note 22.
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Before collecting signatures, California recall proponents must
file a petition with the secretary of state indicating their reasons for
wishing to recall the governor. 2 6 The proponents may state any rea-
son they wish. Except for the response that the governor is allowed to
file, the law does not provide for any independent review of the rea-
sons stated. After filing their petition, proponents have 160 days to
collect signatures from registered voters equal to 12% of those who
voted in the last gubernatorial election. The signatures must come
from at least five of California's fifty-eight counties, and in each of
these five counties the signatures must amount to at least 1% of the
last gubernatorial vote for that county.2 7 If the proponents are suc-
cessful in collecting the proper number of signatures, the lieutenant
governor is required to set the date for a recall election. This election
must be held within sixty to eighty days from certification. If the re-
call is certified within 180 days of a regularly scheduled election, how-
ever, the lieutenant governor may schedule the recall at the time of
the regularly scheduled election.28 Two questions appear on the elec-
tion ballot. The first asks "Shall be recalled from the
office of Governor?" "Yes" "No."2 9 The second lists the replacement
candidates. The law does not permit the governor to run as a replace-
ment candidate.

30

Recalling a governor is easier in California than in most other re-
call states. Sixteen of the seventeen other states that allow recall of a
governor require more signatures than the 12% of the last gubernato-
rial vote demanded by California. 31 Twelve require signatures equal
to 25% or more of the last vote, one 20%, and two 15%.32 Even Mon-
tana's 10% is in practice greater than California's 12% requirement.

26. CAL. CONST. art. II, § 14.
27. Id.
28. CAL. CONST. art. II, §§ 15, 17.
29. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 11320 (West 2003).
30. CAL. CONST. art. II, § 15.
31. The number of signatures required in California for recall varies considerably

from office to office. Twenty percent is required to recall state legislators. CAL. CONST.
art. II, § 14. This is in comparison with 10% for elected officials in local governments
with 100,000 or more registered voters and 30% in local governments with less than
1,000 registered voters. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 11221 (West 2003).

32. Kansas requires 40%; Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, Ne-
vada, North Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin require 25% of the last vote. Louisi-
ana requires 33 113% of the eligible voters, and New Jersey requires 25% of the
registered voters. See app. C. Basing the percentage on eligible or registered voters
greatly increases the number of signatures required. See also Joshua Osborne-Klein,
Comment, Electoral Recall in Washington State and California: California Needs
Stricter Standards to Protect Elected Officials from Harassment, 28 SEATTLE U. L. REV.
145 (2004) (comparing the California and Washington systems). Idaho requires 20%
and Georgia requires 15% of the registered voters. Also, Oregon requires 15% of the last
vote. See app. C.
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This is because Montana's percentage is based on registered voters
rather than the number of voters at the last gubernatorial election. 33

Thirteen of the seventeen other states allow recall petitions to be filed
only after the governor has served some portion of his or her term.
Two set the minimum time at a year; seven at six months; two at four
months; one at three months; and one at two months.3 4 The original
California recall, as adopted in 1911, required proponents to wait six
months before seeking the recall of state-wide elected officers. 35 With
little discussion, however, this requirement was eliminated in 1974.36

Had it continued in effect, the 2003 recall proponents would have had
to wait three additional months, until July, before beginning to circu-
late their recall petition.

At least nine of the seventeen other recall states impose other sig-
nificant barriers to use of the process. Minnesota is the most restric-
tive. Minnesota limits recall to "serious malfeasance or nonfeasance"
during the term in office and refuses to allow the circulation of peti-
tions until the state supreme court has determined that the facts al-
leged are both true and sufficient. 37 Rhode Island limits recalls to
instances where the office holder has been charged with a felony, con-
victed of a misdemeanor, or found probably in violation of the ethics
code.38 Three other states-Georgia, Montana, and Washington-al-
low judicial review as to whether the reasons given satisfy the
grounds required for recalls. The judicial review, however, looks only
at the legal sufficiency of the grounds stated, not at the truthfulness of
the facts alleged. 39 Alaska and Kansas also limit the grounds for re-

33. The District of Columbia also requires 10%. See app. A.
34. One year: New Jersey and Wisconsin; six months: Arizona, Colorado, Georgia,

Michigan, Nevada, Oregon, and Rhode Island; four months: Alaska and Kansas; three
months: Idaho; two months: Montana. Further, California, Minnesota, North Dakota,
and Washington have no waiting period. There are minor differences in the methods of
calculation. See app. A.

35. BEARD ET AL., supra note 15, at 264, 269. The time limit was different for mem-
bers of the legislature.

36. California Secretary of State, California Voters Pamphlet: General Election 32-
35 (Nov. 5, 1974) (on file with author). On the theory that the legislature should be free
to specify the procedures to be used for recalls, other detail was also removed from the
original version of the recall. Id.

37. MINN. CONST. art. VIII, § 6 ("A petition may not be issued until the Supreme
Court has determined that the facts alleged in the petition are true and are sufficient
grounds for issuing a recall petition.").

38. R.I. CONST. art. IV, § 1. Because the Rhode Island recall is relatively new, the
extent to which the courts can review the grounds stated is not yet clear. Proponents
must secure signatures from 3% of those who voted in the last election before permis-
sion will be given to circulate a recall petition. See app. A.

39. DeLong v. Welch, 533 S.E.2d 724 (Ga. 2000); Foster v. Kovich, 673 P.2d 1239
(Mont. 1983); In re Recall of Carkeek, 128 P.3d 1231 (Wash. 2006). In some instances,
the determination of legal sufficiency may include an examination as to whether the
facts alleged meet the legal standards required for recall.
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call, but do not allow judicial review of the grounds stated. In Kansas,
proponents must submit signatures equal to 10% of the last vote in
order to get permission to circulate recall petitions. Although it does
not limit the grounds for recall, Michigan reviews the grounds stated
to determine whether they have sufficient clarity. Most other recall
states require or allow the statement of reasons, but, like California,
treat the validity of the grounds stated as a political issue for the vot-
ers rather than a legal matter to be decided in the courts.40 Although
six states allow less time for the circulation of petitions than Califor-
nia's 160 days, four states allow more, and seven states have no circu-
lation limits. In Idaho, recall requires a vote equal to or greater than
the vote at the last general election.

In twelve of the eighteen states that allow use of the recall for
state officers, recall elections are devoted solely to the recall issue.
The question of who shall replace the recalled officeholder is left to a
separate election-held later but only when the recall is successful. 4 1

If California had been one of the states following this procedure, the
2003 outcome might well have been very different.

California, however, was one of the six states that determine the
replacement on the same day as the recall election. In four of these
states the ballot lists the officeholder subject to recall along with the
replacement candidates. In these states, voters who oppose the recall
simply vote for the incumbent. 42 Ballots in California and Colorado,
on the other hand, list two questions: (1) whether to recall the office-
holder, and (2) who should be the replacement if the officeholder is
recalled.

4 3

II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE 2003 GUBERNATORIAL

RECALL

A. GOVERNOR DAVIS AND THE 2002 GUBERNATORIAL ELECTION

A Vietnam veteran with a bronze star, Gray Davis first became a
prominent politician when he served as the chief of staff for Demo-

40. See ZIMMERMAN, supra note 11, at 34-40 (discussing the validity of the grounds
for recall as a political issue for voters rather than a legal issue for the courts).

41. Cain et al., supra note 25, at 29 & n.15 (disclosing Alaska, Georgia, Idaho, Kan-
sas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, Oregon, Rhode Island, and
Washington follow this format). See app. A.

42. Cain et al., supra note 25, at 29 & n.15 (providing Arizona, Nevada, North
Dakota, and Wisconsin require the voter that opposes the recall to vote for the incum-
bent). See app. A.

43. Cain et al., supra note 25, at 29 & n.15. See supra note 30; app. A. Oregon, the
first state to adopt the recall for statewide use, originally used this system. State ex rel.
Smith v. Barbur, 144 P. 126 (Or. 1914); ZIMMERMAN, supra note 11, at 58,
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cratic Governor Jerry Brown (1974-79). 4 4 Step by step, Davis climbed
the political ladder-two terms in the state legislature (1982-86), two
terms as state controller (1986-94), and one term as lieutenant gover-
nor (1994-98). 45 In 1998, he came from far behind to beat out two
wealthy rivals for the Democratic nomination for governor. 4 6 In the
general election, he easily defeated his Republican opponent, garner-
ing 58% of the vote.4 7 Times were good during his first two years as
governor. The internet boom brought prosperity, full employment, and
lots of tax revenue for the state. Seeking to be known as the "educa-
tion governor," Davis pushed educational reform and steered a mid-
dle-of-the-road course on most issues.48  His public opinion poll
ratings were high.49

In 2000, Davis' third year, things began to go bad. Republican
Pete Wilson, his predecessor as governor, had signed a law deregulat-
ing the electricity industry.50 After several uneventful years, the new
market-based system turned into a nightmare. Electricity supplies
were often available only at astronomical prices, highly disruptive
blackouts occurred, and the state's private power companies began to
go bankrupt.5 1 Gray Davis hesitated. Perhaps he hoped that the
problem would solve itself, or did not know what to do. Whatever the
reason, his delay meant that when he did finally take action to resolve
the crisis, he got little political credit for his efforts. 52

44. LARRY N. GERSTON & TERRY CHRISTENSEN, RECALL!: CALIFORNIA'S POLITICAL

EARTHQUAKE 38-41 (2004).
45. WHO's WHO IN THE WEST: 2006, 156 (33rd ed. 2005).
46. California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: Primary Election xiii (June 2,

1998) [hereinafter Primary Election 1998], available at http://primary98.sos.ca.gov/Fi-
nal/P98_SOV.pdf; Dan Walters, Political Pros Rack Big Wins, SACRAMENTO BEE, June 4,
1998, at A3.

47. His opponent in this election was former Attorney General Dan Lungren. The
vote was 4,860,702 to 3,218,030. California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: 1998
General Election 1 (Nov. 3, 1998), available at http://vote98.sos.ca.gov/Final/Statement_
of Vote.htm.

48. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 45-46; Daniel Weintraub, Except for Educa-
tion, Davis a Bust as Governor, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct. 12, 2003, at El. Despite the
popularity of his education measures with citizens, Davis' actions, including public
statements that the legislature and the courts should defer to his views, alienated many
Democratic office-holders. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 41-42.

49. See app. D.
50. Electric Utility Industry Restructuring Act (AB 1890), 1996 Cal. Stat. 4488.

See also U.S. Department of Energy, Provisions of AB 1890, http://www.eia.doe.gov/
cneaf/electricity/california/assemblybill.html (last visited Jan. 15, 2008) (summarizing
the provisions of AB 1890).

51. Carrie Peyton, PUC Weighs Power Hikes, SACRAMENTO BEE, Dec. 28, 2000, at
Al.

52. A critical part of his eventual solution was to sign long-term contracts with
suppliers. After the crisis had passed, many criticized him for agreeing to pay rates
that were above the national average. See Dan Walters, Davis and the Utilities Go
Eyeball-to-Eyeball Over Billions in Rates, SACRAMENTO BEE, Aug. 5, 2001, at A3 (dis-
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By now the economy had also begun to falter, and the state had
major budget problems. 53 As the re-election year began, there was a
possibility that Davis would lose. Never a charismatic figure, his in-
decisiveness in the energy crisis and the state's major budget
problems greatly weakened his chances. He was also drawing increas-
ing criticism from the media for his aggressive tactics in raising
money for his re-election campaign. Many saw him as a pay-to-play
governor-willing to discuss issues only with those who had contrib-
uted to his campaign. 5 4 His public approval ratings in the polls were
now well below what they had been in earlier years.5 5

Although Republicans had won the governorship for twenty-four
of the thirty-two years between 1966 and 1998, the Republican Party
was not in a strong position as the 2002 campaign dawned. 56 Al Gore
had beaten George Bush easily in California in 2000, and Democrats
controlled both the state legislature and the congressional delega-
tion.5 7 Despite this, many observers believed that the Republicans
would be competitive in the 2002 gubernatorial race if they nominated
Richard Riordan, a moderate who had just completed eight years as

cussing Davis agreeing to pay rates above the national average); Carrie Peyton, PUC
Rejects State's Power Bond Plan; Regulators Say the Deal Would Lock Consumers into
Steep Electric Rates, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct. 3, 2001, at A3 (criticizing steep electric
rates); Carrie Peyton, State Moves to Pull Plug on Worst Power Contracts, SACRAMENTO
BEE, Jan. 10, 2002, at Al (criticizing power contracts). See generally GERSTON ET AL.,
supra note 44, at 17-19 (criticizing pay rates). See Linda Cohen, Stephen Peck, Paroma
Sanyal & Carl J. Weinberg, Retrospective Report on California's Electricity Crisis (Jan.
2004) (report prepared for the California Energy Commission by the California Council
on Science and Technology); CHARLES J. CICCHETTI, JEFFREY A. DUBIN & COLIN M.
LONG, THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRICITY CRISIS: WHAT, WHY, AND WHAT'S NEXT (2004) (dis-
cussing electricity crisis).

53. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 20-24. See generally DEREK D. CRESSMAN,
THE RECALL'S BROKEN PROMISE: How BIG MONEY STILL RUNS CALIFORNIA POLITICS 11-
33 (2007) (discussing the influence of money on California politics).

54. See Editorial, Davis' Ethical Mess, SACRAMENTO BEE, Aug. 1, 2001, at B6; Dan
Walters, "None of the Above" Might be a Winner Over Feckless and Clueless, SACRA-
MENTO BEE, Aug. 4, 2002, at A3 [hereinafter "None of the Above"]; Gary Delsohn, Davis
Fund-Raising to Get "Review," SACRAMENTO BEE, Sept. 18, 2002, at A5; Dan Walters,
Simon Needs Smoking Gun in Davis' Hands, but Letters Vague, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct.
29, 2002, at A3.

55. See app. D.
56. Republicans during this period were Ronald Reagan (1967-1975), George

Deukmejian (1983-1991), and Pete Wilson (1991-1999). Prior to Gray Davis' election in
1998, the only Democrat during this period was Jerry Brown (1975-1983). CALIFORNIA
SECRETARY OF STATE, CALIFORNIA BLUE BOOK 70 (sesquicentennial ed., 2000).

57. California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: 2000 General Election xxii
(Nov. 7, 2000), available at httpJ/www.sos.ca.gov/elections/sov/2000-general/contents.
htm (providing Gore 53.5%; Bush 41.7%). Following the 2000 election, Democrats held
both U.S. Senate seats; thirty-four of the fifty-two U.S. Congressional seats; and sub-
stantial majorities in both houses of the California legislature. Id. at xxii-xxx; Califor-
nia Legislature, California Legislature 2001-02: Senate and Assembly Members and
Officers 53-102, 239-49 (July 2001) (on file with Mabie Law Library, University of Cali-
fornia Davis).
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mayor of Los Angeles and was one of the main contenders for the Re-
publican nomination.5 8

As Gray Davis had no real competition for the Democratic nomi-
nation, observers generally expected him to keep quiet until after the
Republican primary, and then to begin to attack the Republican candi-
date. Davis, and his campaign consultant, Gary South, however,
chose a different strategy. They began to run advertisements against
Riordan during the Republican primary, ultimately spending a good
share of the ten million dollars available to the Davis campaign. 59

Most saw these simply as early attacks against his eventual oppo-
nent.60 When Riordan lost the primary to Bill Simon, a far more con-
servative opponent, however, many credited the Davis advertisements
with having tipped the scales against Riordan.6 1 Many Republicans
were angry, viewing the attacks as improper interference in the inter-
nal affairs of the Republican Party. Photogenic and highly intelligent,
businessman Simon nonetheless proved to be a lackluster candidate in
the general election. 62 Despite Simon's weakness, Gray Davis barely
defeated him in November 2002.63 Even though Democrats won all
statewide offices, both houses of the legislature, and the congressional
delegation, there was little enthusiasm for Davis.64 He was better
than Simon, but not considered a great leader.

Having won the election in November 2002, Davis' next major of-
ficial task was to submit the 2003-2004 budget. This had to be sub-
mitted by January 10, 2003, only a few days after the beginning of his
second term.65 The big budget question was obviously going to be the
deficit that had been swept under the rug by both parties the previous
year. In preparation for the upcoming debate, Davis let it be known in
mid-December that the deficit had grown to even greater proportions
than previously thought-$34.8 billion for the next eighteen

58. A December 13, 2001, Field Poll, for example, showed that 43% of registered
voters supported Riordan for governor in 2002 as compared with 36% for Davis. The
Field Institute, The Field Poll, tbl. 5 (Dec. 13, 2001) (Release No. 2016) (on file with
Mabie Law Library, University of California Davis).

59. Cain et al., supra note 25, at 1.
60. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 44.
61. The vote was Simon 1,129,973 (49.5%) and Riordan 715,768 (31.4%). Califor-

nia Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: 2002 Primary Election xxiii (Mar. 5, 2002),
available at http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/sov/2002-primary/contents.htm.

62. "None of the above," supra note 54, at A3.
63. In a low turn out election, Davis got 47.3% of the vote, and Simon got 42.4% of

the vote. California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: 2002 General Election xv
(Nov. 5, 2002) [hereinafter General Election 2002], available at http://www.sos.ca.gov/
elections/sov/2002genera~contents.htm.

64. Id. at xv-xxxxiv.
65. CAL. CONST. art. IV, § 12.
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months.6 6 Republicans accused Davis of "cooking the books"-first to
hide the previous year's deficits and then to exaggerate the problem. 6 7

B. QUALIFYING THE RECALL

Ted Costa, a Sacramento tax activist, began his career as an aide
to Paul Gann-co-author of California's famed Proposition 13. Pro-
position 13 was the 1978 initiative that stopped the growth of Califor-
nia property taxes and ignited a nation-wide tax revolt. When Gann
died, Costa became the leader of Gann's organization, People's Advo-
cate.68 Even before Davis' December budget announcement, Costa, as
well as others, had been thinking about trying to recall Davis.6 9 On
February 5, Costa announced the launching of a recall effort. 70 He
stated his reasons in the recall petition required before seeking
signatures:

Gross mismanagement of California Finances by over-
spending taxpayers' money, threatening public safety by cut-
ting funds to local governments, failing to account for the
exorbitant cost of the energy fiasco, and failing in general to
deal with the state's major problems until they get to the cri-
sis stage. California should not have to be known as the state
with poor schools, traffic jams, outrageous utility bills, and
huge debts ... all caused by gross mismanagement. 7 1

On March 25, the secretary of state certified Costa's recall peti-
tion, thus allowing him to begin gathering signatures. 72

66. Gregg Jones, Davis Says Tax Hikes Likely as Shortfall Soars, L.A. TIMES, Dec.
19, 2002, Main News, at 1.

67. Id.
68. Ted Costa for the Board of Equalization, District 2, http://tedcosta.com/biogra-

phy.html (last visited Jan. 15, 2008).
69. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 50-54. See generally JOE MATHEWS, THE PEO-

PLE'S MACHINE: ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER AND THE RISE OF BLOCKBUSTER DEMOCRACY

107-29 (2006) (discussing Schwarzenegger's rise in politics).
70. On the same day, Costa also filed a Notice of Intention to Recall with the Secre-

tary of State. On February 24, Costa filed copies of the petitions that he proposed to
circulate. On March 5, the Secretary of State notified Costa that changes were neces-
sary in the petitions. Press Release, California Secretary of State, Secretary Shelley
Outlines Procedure for Reviewing Recall Petitions (Feb. 28, 2003), available at http:l!
www.sos.ca.gov/executive/press-releases/2003/03-009.pdf, Press Release, California
Secretary of State, Recall Proponents Notified of Changes Required to Proposed Petition
(Mar. 5, 2003), available at http://www.sos.ca.gov/executive/press-releases/2003/03-
010.pdf.

71. California Secretary of State, Official Voter Information Guide: California
Statewide Special Election 5 (Oct. 7, 2003) [hereinafter Statewide Special Election],
available at http://vote2003.sos.ca.gov/voterguide/.

72. Press Release, California Secretary of State, Proposed Recall Petition Cleared
for Circulation (Mar. 25, 2003) [hereinafter Press Release: Mar. 25, 2003], available at
http://www.sos.ca.gov/executive/pressreleases/2003/03_015.pdf.
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Seeking to downplay the challenge, Governor Davis said little
about the recall petition. His formal response highlighted the cost of a
recall election:

IF YOU SIGN THIS PETITION, IT MAY LEAD TO A SPE-
CIAL ELECTION THIS SUMMER COSTING US TAXPAY-
ERS AN ADDITIONAL $20-$40 MILLION.

Last November, almost 8,000,000 Californians went to the
polls. They voted to elect Governor Davis to another term.

Just days after the Governor's inauguration in January, how-
ever, a handful of rightwing politicians are attempting to
overturn the voters' decision. They couldn't beat him fair and
square, so now they're trying another trick to remove him
from office.

This effort is being led by the former Chairman of the State
Republican Party, who was censured by his own party.

We should not waste scarce taxpayers' dollars on sour grapes.
The time for partisanship and campaigning is past. It's time
for both parties to work together on our State's problems. 7 3

At the outset, the prospects for the recall petition did not look too
bright. Although Davis' public approval rating had further declined,
many Republican leaders avoided involvement. 74 They were not sure
that the people would vote to recall Davis, and there were ways that
the Democrats might retaliate. This left the proponents needing to
gather nearly 900,000 signatures without major resources. 7 5 Under
the law, they had to complete their work in 160 days-by September
2, 2003.76 At the outset, the recall campaign relied heavily on talk
radio and the internet. 77 The proponents hailed as a success the

73. Id. at 5. The remainder of Davis' response stated:
Moreover, the allegations leveled against the Governor are false. As Governor,
Davis

has vetoed almost $9 BILLION in spending. California, along with 37
other states, is facing a budget deficit due to the bad national economy.
The Bush Administration has announced the federal deficit this year will
be the biggest in history, $304 BILLION.

In these difficult and dangerous times, LET'S WORK TOGETHER, not be di-
verted by partisan mischief.

PROPONENT'S GROUNDS FOR RECALL AND THE GOVERNOR'S RESPONSE, http://
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/recall-notice.pdf.

74. Margaret Talev, An Election Like No Other, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct. 12, 2003,
Special Section: The Recall Vote, at 2.

75. The actual number of signatures required was 897,158. California Secretary of
State, FAQs about Recalls, http://www.ss.ca.gov/elections/elections-recall-faqs.htm
(last visited Nov. 30, 2003) [hereinafter FAQs about Recalls]. As a practical matter,
however, the recall effort needed to collect roughly 1.2 million signatures in order to
ensure a sufficient number of valid signatures.

76. CAL. CONST. art. II, § 14; Press Release: Mar. 25, 2003, supra note 72.
77. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 55-56.
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65,000 signatures collected during the first month. Many observers,
however, believed that the campaign lacked the resources needed to
succeed.

Enter U.S. Congressman Darrell Issa, a wealthy, self-made Re-
publican who had narrowly missed getting his party's U.S. Senate
nomination in 1998 and who had co-chaired Proposition 209, a suc-
cessful 1996 initiative that had outlawed affirmative action in Califor-
nia.78 Contributing $100,000 to the signature gathering campaign in
early May, Issa breathed life into the recall effort. Although he said
that he was "speaking out" because he thought Davis had "misled" the
people, he also indicated that he intended to be a candidate to replace
Davis if the recall went to the voters. 79 Before it was all over, Issa
gave or loaned the effort $1.9 million.8 0

Issa's money dramatically changed the political landscape. Cali-
fornia political elites have long believed that professional signature
gathering firms can collect as many signatures as are needed-if there
is enough money. In 2003, the cost was roughly one dollar per signa-
ture. Once Issa made his contribution, what had been a long shot be-
came a near certainty.8 1 The major political players, including
Governor Davis and the leading Republicans, changed their assump-
tions and began now to calculate how they should respond to the
changed situation.

Davis organized an active campaign against the recall. Painting
the recall sponsors as poor losers seeking to overturn the November
2002 election, his campaign began to collect signatures for a petition of
its own. Such a petition would have no legal effect, but could be politi-
cally useful-by showing that more voters were opposed to the recall

78. Primary Election 1998, supra note 46, at xiv; Darrell Issa, Biography- Living
the American Dream, http://www.rescuecalifornia.com/default.asp?action=bio (last vis-
ited Nov. 1, 2007).

79. Steve Geissinger, Wealthy Republican Supports Recall; Multimillionaire Dar-
rell, ALAMEDA TIMES STAR, Apr. 25, 2003. On May 15, Issa created an exploratory cam-
paign organization for the recall election. Jean 0. Pasco, O.C. Republican Donors
Pledge Funds for Recall, L.A. TIMES, May 17, 2003, pt. 2, at 10.

80. Most of this money ($1.76 million) came from Greene Properties, a firm sub-
stantially owned by Darrell Issa. Another $85,000 came directly from Issa and his wife.
Id. The remaining $25,000 came from Issa's Congressional committee. Id. These totals
do not include amounts that Issa spent on his own campaign. Id. Campaign Finance:
Rescue California . . . Recall Gray Davis, Late and $5,000 + Contributions Received,
2003-2004, http://cal-access.sos.ca.gov/campaign/committees/Detail.aspx?id=1254759&
session=2003&new=latel (last visited Feb. 2, 2008).

81. News accounts indicated that prior to Issa's contributions, volunteers were
bringing in 5,000 signatures per day. With the addition of the professional signature
gatherers made possible by Issa's money, accounts indicated that the number of signa-
tures rose to 15,000 per day. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 57. The critical nature
of Issa's money to the recall campaign is widely acknowledged. Id. at 62. See also Paul
Pringle, At a Dollar a Signature, Recall Effort is a Living, L.A. TIMES, July 7, 2003, pt.
1, at 1 (discussing signature gathering).
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than for it.8 2 Davis supporters also began to attack Congressman
Issa, seeking both to damage the effort to collect signatures and to
tarnish the political reputation of a possible opponent.8 3 Hoping to
make the recall election one that pitted Democrats against Republi-
cans, Davis also encouraged pledges from other leading Democratic
politicians indicating that they would refuse to run to replace him
even if the recall qualified for the ballot.8 4 Long before the signature
gathering effort resulted in the formality of a scheduled recall elec-
tion, the political battle for the coming election reached full sway.

The California Constitution requires the state budget to be en-
acted by June 15. Even in normal years, this deadline is hard to
meet-because California, unlike most other states, requires a two-
thirds vote to pass the budget.8 5 As a practical matter, getting two-
thirds approval requires votes from both parties. In 2003, this proved
to be particularly difficult. Not only was there a huge deficit somehow
to be financed, there was also an unusually wide ideological split as to
how this could be done. Democrats, mostly liberal, wanted to raise
taxes. Republicans, mostly conservative, wanted to cut spending.8 6

Davis had proposed both raising taxes and cutting spending, an ap-
proach endorsed by most independent observers as necessary to han-
dle such a large deficit.8 7 There were too few middle-of-the-road
legislators, however, to bring the two sides together. Beyond this,
Republicans had little incentive to solve the state's financial problems.
Doing so would make Governor Davis look better and hurt the chances
for the recall.

By June 24, recall proponents had submitted enough signatures
to make it possible for county registrars to begin the verification pro-
cess.88 On July 7, proponents ended their signature gathering, claim-

82. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 58-59. By employing some of the leading
signature gathering firms, the petition could also make it difficult for the recall propo-
nents to find enough signature gatherers.

83. Paul Pringle, Rattled by the Hurried Hunt for Skeletons, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 30,
2003, pt. B, at 1; Dana Wilkie, Darrell Issa, CAL. J., Aug. 2003, at 29.

84. Michael Finnegan, Top Democrats Lockyer, Angelides Opt out of Possible Recall
Election, L.A. TIMES, June 18, 2003, pt. 1, at 1; Joseph Menn, Feinstein says No Recall
Bid, L.A. TIMES, June 22, 2003, pt. 2, at 1.

85. CAL. CONST. art. IV, § 12(c), (d).
86. Evan Halper, Rejection of Republican Budget Plan could Clear Way for a Deal,

L.A. TIMES, July 16, 2003, Main News, at 1.
87. Evan Halper & Carl Ingram, Trims OtCd, but Less than Davis Sought, L.A.

TIMES, Jan. 31, 2003, pt. 2, at 6; Gregg Jones & Nancy Vogel, Davis Won't Sign Bill
Linking Cuts to Auto Fee Hike, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 5, 2003, pt. 2, at 1; Evan Halper, Duke
Helfand & Dan Morain, Davis' Revised Budget to Add Car Increase of $4 Billion, L.A.
TIMES, May 13, 2003, pt. 1, at 1; Gregg Jones, New Davis Budget Seeks to Cut Less,
Borrow More, L.A. TIMES, May 14, 2003, pt. 1, at 1.

88. Press Release, California Secretary of State, Secretary of State Kevin Shelley
Releases Official Number of Unverified Recall Petition Signatures (June 24, 2003),
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ing that the 1.4 million signatures they had collected were sufficient to
force an election.8 9 Although it was widely assumed that the recall
campaign had enough signatures, it was not clear how fast the signa-
tures could be checked or when the effort would go over the top. If the
secretary of state certified that there were sufficient signatures before
September 4, the recall election would be held during the fall of
2003.90 If certification came later, the election might be postponed
until March 2004.91 Because most observers believed that delaying
the election would work to Governor Davis' advantage, there was
great interest in the timing of the certification. All speculation ended,
however, on July 23, when the secretary of state announced that the
recall had qualified for the ballot. 9 2 Following the state constitution's
mandate that the election be held within sixty to eighty days of certifi-
cation, Lieutenant Governor Cruz Bustamante quickly set the election
for October 7.93 Potential replacement candidates had until August 9
to file for office.9 4

Not until July 29, nearly a week after a recall election had been
ordered, did the legislature finally pass a budget. Because the Repub-
licans never gave in on their refusal to approve new taxes, the only
new revenues were such things as increased fees for college students

available at http//www.sos.ca.gov/executive/press-releases/2003/03 041.pdf. Unlike ini-
tiative and referendum signatures, which must be submitted all at once, California law
allows recall signatures to be submitted in parts. Id. Once proponents have submitted
petition sections containing 10% of the number of signatures needed to qualify the re-
call, the secretary of state must notfy registrars that they should begin verifying the
signatures. Id.

89. Gregg Jones & Evan Halper, Recall Backers Assert Victory in Signature Drive,
L.A. TIMEs, July 8, 2003, pt. 1, at 1.

90. FAQs about Recalls, supra note 75, at 3.
91. The recall provision adopted by California voters in 1911 required recall elec-

tions to take place "not less than 60 days nor more than 80 days" from the date that
sufficient signatures were certified. See CAL. CONST. art. II, § 15. This provision was
continued in the 1976 rewrite. Primary Election 1998, supra note 46, at 64. In order to
make it possible to consolidate recall elections with the next regularly scheduled elec-
tion a 1994 amendment, however, made it possible to extend the time to 180 days. Cali-
fornia Secretary of State, California Ballot: General Election 28-31, 94 (Nov. 8, 1994)
(on file with Mabie Law Library, University of California Davis).

92. Robert Salladay, Recall is on; Vote on Davis: 1.3 Million Signatures Force Fall
Election, S.F. CHRON., July 24, 2003, at Al.

93. CAL. CONST. art. II, § 16(d). Because the recall was directed at the governor,
recall duties normally performed by the governor fell to the lieutenant governor. Id.
§ 17. See Robert Salladay, Recall Election Set for October 7; Replacement Candidates to
Run on Same Ballot, Bustamante Says, S.F. CHRON., July 25, 2003, at Al (discussing
recall ballot).

94. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 11381, as it existed in 2003 (and in 2007) required persons
wanting to be a candidate in a recall election to file the proper papers no later than fifty-
nine days before the scheduled election. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 11381 (West 2003). The
California Secretary of State made information about this requirement available on the
web in FAQs About Recalls, supra note 75, at 4 (providing information about the re-
quirement of CAL. ELEC. CODE § 11381).
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and a four billion dollar increase in the tax on new cars that Governor
Davis was able to impose without legislative approval. 95

C. THE REPLACEMENT CANDIDATES

Although the original California recall adopted in 1911 required
replacement candidates to collect signatures equal to 1% of the last
gubernatorial vote, a 1976 revision of the state's constitution dropped
this requirement. 96 The state's Constitutional Revision Commission
thought that the legislature should be free to specify the procedure. 97

The legislation adopted, however, was less specific than the original
law. Under this less specific statute, nominations for replacement can-
didates for a recalled officer are generally to be made in the same
manner as nominations for that office in a regular election. For gover-
nor, the law required only sixty-five signatures and a $3500 filing fee
to qualify to appear on the ballot. 98 The result of these lax require-
ments was that many ordinary citizens decided to run. Before it was
all over there were 135 replacement candidates. 9 9

Included in this total were four serious Republicans, one serious
Democrat, and two other credible candidates. 10 0 The four Republi-
cans included Bill Simon, the loser to Gray Davis in the 2002 guberna-
torial campaign; state Senator Tom McClintock, an articulate, right-
wing opponent of the car tax and a proven vote-getter; Peter Ueber-
roth, a wealthy businessman, former baseball commissioner, and local
organizer of the 1984 Olympic Games; and Arnold Schwarzenegger,
who surprised many when he announced his candidacy on a popular,
late night television show. Missing from the Republican list was Rich-
ard Riordan, the former Los Angeles mayor, the Republican with the
highest approval ratings in the preliminary polls, and a friend of

95. Dan Morain & Jennifer Warren, Most Are Spared Deep, Painful Cuts in Com-
promise Budget Plan, L.A. TIMES, July 31, 2003, California, pt. 2, at 1; Jennifer Warren
& Evan Halper, Locked-Up Assembly Passes Budget, L.A. TIMES, July 30, 2003, pt. 1, at
1; Evan Halper, Party Fissures May Force Deal on State Budget, L.A. TIMES, July 13,
2003, pt. 1, at 1.

96. CAL. CONST. art. XXIII, § 1. The author calculated that in the 2003 recall, the
original recall provision would have required candidates for governor in the recall elec-
tion to collect 74,763 signatures.

97. California Secretary of State, California Voters Pamphlet: General Election 58
(Nov. 5, 1974) (on file with author).

98. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 11381 (West 2003) sets forth the procedure for nominating
replacement candidates in recall elections. Secretary of State Shelley reasonably inter-
preted this to require use of the procedure specified in CAL. ELEC. CODE §§ 8060 - 8070,
8103 (West 2003).

99. Press Release, California Secretary of State, California Secretary of State Ke-
vin Shelley Certifies Candidate List (Aug. 13, 2003), available at http://www.sos.ca.gov/
executive/press-releases/2003/03_060.pdf.

100. See, e.g., Darry Sragow, Davis Lost the Vote-Before He'd even Started
Campaigning, PR WEEK, Oct. 20, 2003, at 17.
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Schwarzenegger. Riordan had apparently decided to run but chose
not to file when his friend Schwarzenegger made his surprise an-
nouncement. 1 1 Also missing from the final list was Darrell Issa, the
wealthy Republican Congressman whose money had made the recall
possible. During the filing period Issa tearfully announced to reporters
that he had decided not to run. 10 2

The only serious Democrat was Lieutenant Governor Busta-
mante. 10 3 Never close to Governor Davis, Bustamante had earlier
joined other leading Democrats in pledging not to run in the recall
election in order to make it easier for Davis to defeat the recall. Now
Bustamante said that he was against the recall, but argued that the
Democrats needed to have a candidate in the replacement race as
well. Among the Democrats who chose not to run were U.S. Senator
Diane Feinstein, the state's most popular politician, and three state-
wide officeholders widely believed to be positioning themselves to run
for governor in 2006-Attorney General Bill Lockyer, Controller Steve
Westley, and Treasurer Phil Angelides. l0 4 Feinstein campaigned ac-
tively for Davis. 10 5

D. THE RECALL CAMPAIGN

As the recall campaign opened in early August, public opinion
polls showed a majority of likely voters backing the recall of Davis.' 0 6

Among the replacement candidates, Bustamante (35% of likely voters)
had a clear lead over Schwarzenegger (22%).107 Republicans McClin-
tock (12%), Ueberroth (7%), and Simon (6%) trailed. Independent Ari-

101. James Rainey, The Recall Campaign; Riordan "Stunned" by Friend, Aide Says;
The Ex-Mayor didn't Think Schwarzenegger Intended to Run, According to an Advisor,
L.A. TIMES, Aug. 7, 2003, pt. 1, at 23; Michael Finnegan, Riordan is Closer to Recall
Run, L.A. TIMES, July 29, 2003, pt. 1, at 1. MATHEWS, supra note 69, at 131-55.

102. John Wildermuth, Schwarzenegger's GOP Rivals Quitting; Issa Drops Out, S.F.
CHRON., Aug. 8, 2003, at Al. The article suggested that "Davis' nonstop attack on Issa's
checkered past, along with the surge of GOP support for Schwarzenegger," convinced
Issa that he could not win. He apparently made the decision not to run "even as he held
his completed nomination papers in his hand." Id.

103. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 74-76.
104. Lynda Gledhill, Mark Martin & Marc Sandalow, Demos Struggle to Unify

Around One Candidate, S.F. CHRON., Aug. 8, 2003, at Al. Although state Insurance
Commissioner John Garamendi filed to be a candidate on August 8, he withdrew the
following day. The Recall Campaign; Recall Notebook, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 10, 2003, pt. 1,
at 41. This left Cruz Bustamante as the only serious Democrat.

105. Randy Pench & John Decker, On the Campaign Trail, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct.
12, 2003, Special Section, at 10.

106. Mark Z. Barabak, Voters Divided over Whether to Recall Davis, L.A. TIMES,
Aug. 23, 2003, pt. 1, at 1 (providing in L.A. Times poll that 50% favor recall, and 45%
oppose recall).

107. Mark Z. Barabak, Bustamante has Big Lead on Schwarzenegger, L.A. TIMES,
Aug. 24, 2003, pt. 1, at 1 (providing an L.A. Times poll).
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anna Huffington (3%) was the leading candidate not associated with a
major political party.

With roughly three out of four Californians, including many Dem-
ocrats, disliking him, Governor Davis obviously was in a precarious
position- 0 8 Many voters were uncertain, however, whether a recall
was a good idea. Many observers believed that his best hope was to
convince these voters to reject the recall as a matter of principle. 10 9

Bustamante, the Democratic lieutenant governor, started the
campaign with two major advantages. As the lieutenant governor,
many voters assumed that he was the appropriate replacement for the
governor. Second, he was the only serious Democratic replacement
candidate. His vote was therefore unlikely to be split.

The Republicans on the other hand had a problem. Four serious
candidates meant that their vote was going to be split. Schwarzeneg-
ger was in the lead, but it was clear that he would be hurt by a split
vote. All the individual candidates could do was to work for high poll
numbers and hope that the lower ranking candidates would drop out
of the race. On August 23, Simon, the 2002 Republican gubernatorial
candidate, withdrew-saying that "there are too many Republicans in
this race."110

The first televised debate for the major candidates took place on
September 3.111 Schwarzenegger received considerable criticism for
his decision not to participate and for the lack of details in his propos-
als for solving the budget crisis and improving the business cli-
mate.1 12 By this time, the legislative session had ended, leaving
Governor Davis with hard choices about whether to veto a number of
highly controversial bills. Although he had generally tried to steer a
middle-of-the-road course during his governorship, he now tilted
somewhat to the left in his search for votes. In previous years, for
example, he had vetoed bills that would have given illegal immigrants
the right to obtain a California driver's license. Now, however, he

108. See app. D.
109. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 58-59; Election Recommendations; Why the

Recall is Wrong, L.A. Times, Sept. 28, 2003, Opinion, at 4.
110. Mark Simon & Robert Salladay, Simon Quits Race, Wants GOP to Unify, S.F.

CHRON., Aug. 24, 2003, at A-1.
111. The debate was open to all candidates with 4% in a recent poll or the last elec-

tion. Dean E. Murphy & John M. Broder, California Hopefuls Debate, but Schwarzeneg-
ger Sits Out, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 4, 2003, at Al.

112. Associated Press, Schwarzenegger's Debate No-Show May Hurt His Chances,
Experts Say, BALT. SUN, Sept. 5, 2003; Mitchell Landsberg & Kenneth Reich, The Race
is On-to Spin and Analyze; Early Consensus has McClintock Gaining and
Schwarzenegger a Loser for Not Taking Part in the Debate. But Impressions are Still
Being Formed, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 5, 2003, at A22; Editorial, Real Candidates Do Debates;
Skipping Campaign Forums is "Outsider" Schwarzenegger's Cynical Insider's Ploy, L.A.
TIMES, Sept. 3, 2003, at B12.
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signed a bitterly disputed bill allowing this, obviously seeking to in-
crease his support among Latino voters. 113

Saying that there was not enough time left for him to catch up
with the frontrunners, Peter Ueberroth, on September 9, became the
second prominent Republican to end his candidacy. 1 14 State Senator
McClintock refused to quit, however, saying that he was in the race to
the end.1 15 On September 24, there was a second televised debate.
Participating this time, Schwarzenegger traded barbs with both Huf-
fington and Bustamante, but performed creditably and helped his
cause.

116

The following day former Republican candidate Simon and many
Republican county chairmen endorsed Schwarzenegger. 117 Arguing
that the recall was now a two-person race, Davis challenged
Schwarzenegger to a face-to-face debate. Schwarzenegger, however,
declined. 1 1 On September 30, independent Huffington dropped from
the race, urging opposition to the recall, however, so that Republicans
did not "hijack the state."1 19 On October 2, five days before the elec-
tion, the Los Angeles Times printed a front page article detailing alle-
gations from six women claiming that Schwarzenegger had touched
them inappropriately on movie sets and in other public places. 120 Re-
sponding almost instantly, Schwarzenegger admitted that he had "be-
haved badly sometimes" toward women and apologized to those whom
he had offended. 12 1 He also denied allegations that as a young man
he admired Adolph Hitler. By the time of the election, more women

113. Peter Nicholas & Jennifer Mena, Bill Allowing Illegal Immigrants to Get
Driver's Licenses is Signed, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 6, 2003, pt. 2, at 1; Sherry Bebitch Jeffe,
Recall Opens a Liberal Bonanza, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 5, 2003, Opinion, at Ml. Louis De
Sipio & Natalie Masuoka, Opportunities Lost?: Latinos, Cruz Bustamante, and Califor-
nia's Recall, in CLICKER POLITICS: ESSAYS ON THE CALIFORNIA RECALL 112, 113-14
(Shaun Bowler & Bruce E. Cain eds., 2005) [hereinafter Opportunities Lost? in CLICKER
POLITICS].

114. Scott Martelle & Mark Z. Barabak, Ueberroth Pulls out of Governor's Race, L.A.
TIMES, Sept. 10, 2003, pt. A, at 1.

115. Peter Nicholas, Tom McClintock; The State Senator Scoffs at Withdrawing-
not while He's having so much Fun, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 11, 2003, pt. A, at 20.

116. GERSTON ET AL., supra note 44, at 117-19; George Skelton, Underdogs come out
looking Good in Recall Debate, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 26, 2003, at B8.

117. Laura Mecoy, Schwarzenegger Snags Key Endorsements, SACRAMENTO BEE,

Sept. 26, 2003, at Al.
118. Joe Mathews, Daryl Kelley & Mitchell Landsberg, GOP Council Backs Actor,

L.A. TIMES, Sept. 30, 2003, pt. A, at 1.
119. Gary Delsohn, Huffington Quits Race but will Fight Recall, SACRAMENTO BEE,

Oct. 1, 2003, at Al; Matea Gold & Joe Mathews, The Recall Campaign; Huffington bows
out of Race, Vows to Fight Recall, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 1, 2003, at A23.

120. Gary Cohn, Carla Hall & Robert W. Welkos, Women say Schwarzenegger
Groped, Humiliated Them, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 2, at Al; Tracy Weber, Sue Fox & Megan
Garvey, 3 More Women Allege Misconduct, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 5, at Al, col. 6.

121. Peter Nicholas, Carla Hall & Michael Finnegan, Schwarzenegger tells Backers
he "Behaved Badly," L.A. TIMES, Oct. 3, 2003, at Al.
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had publicly alleged that Schwarzenegger had made improper ad-
vances. He claimed, however, that some of these were made-up
stories. 122

On October 7, nearly nine million Californians went to the polls.
Fifty-five percent voted to recall Governor Davis. Forty-nine percent
voted for Arnold Schwarzenegger as his replacement. Bustamante,
the Democratic lieutenant governor, received 32% of the replacement
vote; Tom McClintock 14%.123

III. WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN FROM THE CALIFORNIA
RECALL?

What should we learn from the California gubernatorial recall? Is
the procedure a useful safety valve that allows citizens to correct the
ship of state's course in a timely and efficient manner? Or a danger-
ous distraction that undermines stability and inhibits the solving of
problems? Were the problems that California encountered in using
the procedure in 2003 inherent in the very idea of the recall or the
result of peculiarities in the California law? Are recall campaigns basi-
cally like other candidate elections? Or a wholly different breed of cat?
Should they be governed by normal election rules and procedures? Or
alternative regimes that are much more attuned to the peculiarities of
the recall process?

Intertwined with these and other questions that might be posed is
the critical issue of whether it is wise to try to conclude anything from
the experience of this particular recall. Was this campaign so unique
and extraordinary that it tells us little about politics in general or re-
calls in particular? And, if it was unique and special, was this because
of Arnold Schwarzenegger's glamour and fame, the idiosyncrasies of
California, or the nature of the recall process itself? 124

122. The subtitle to the Los Angeles Times article Tracy Weber et al., supra note
120, is 11 Women have said Schwarzenegger touched them without their consent. The
Candidate denies new Allegations. See also Gregg Jones, Peter Nicholas & Michael Fin-
negan, Davis keeps the Heat on Schwarzenegger over Women's Allegations of Groping.
"A lot of these are made-up stories," the GOP Front-runner Says, L.A. TIMES, Oct.6, 2003,
at Al (discussing women's allegations against Schwarzenegger).

123. California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: 2003 Statewide Special Elec-
tion xiv-xv (Oct. 7, 2003) [hereinafter Special Election 2003], available at http://www.
sos.ca.gov/elections/sov/2003-special/contents.htm.

124. See, e.g., Opportunities Lost? in CLICKER POLITICS: ESSAYS ON THE CALIFORNIA
RECALL 112 (Shaun Bowler & Bruce E. Cain eds., 2005); Symposium, Recalling the Re-

call, 37 PS: POLITICAL SCIENCE & POLITICS 7 (2004); Vikram D. Amar, Adventures in
Direct Democracy: The Top Ten Constitutional Lessons from the California Recall Expe-
rience, 92 CAL. L. REV. 927 (2004) (discussing lessons from recall); Elizabeth Garrett,
Democracy in the Wake of the California Recall, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 239 (2004) (discuss-
ing the effects of recall on democracy).
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This section explores five issues that bear on the way that we
should view the 2003 California recall and the lessons that we might
learn from it: (1) whether the recall campaign was like an initiative
campaign; (2) whether money or (3) legal decisions determined the
outcome; (4) the ways in which the recall was a unique event; and (5)
ways in which the recall was politics as usual.

A. LIKE AN INITIATIVE CAMPAIGN?

Should the recall be viewed as a ballot proposition election in
which there is basically a yes-no vote? Or should it be viewed as a
many-sided candidate election in which the winner takes all? From a
structural point of view, the recall had aspects of both. This leads nat-
urally to the question of whether the ballot proposition aspects af-
fected the outcome of the recall?

Initiatives in California often begin with a high approval rating
but lose support as the election campaign progresses. Even those that
begin with a sixty to seventy percent approval rating in the public
opinion polls frequently lose. Often this is because the public likes the
general idea but develops concerns as they learn the proposal's de-
tails.1 25 During the early summer, Davis supporters argued that the
recall would be like an initiative campaign. That early support for the
recall would fade away as the public began seriously to consider trans-
ferring power to another candidate. 1 26

Although those who made this argument were Davis partisans
trying to build support for their candidate rather than social scientists
trying scientifically to describe what was likely to happen, the argu-
ment had some plausibility when first made. Citizens were deeply
ambivalent about the wisdom of the recall procedure, and Davis had
plenty of money to fight the recall, a generally winning combination in
an initiative campaign. 12 7 Although not explicitly built on an initia-

125. DAVID B. MAGLEBY, DIRECT LEGISLATION: VOTING ON BALLOT PROPOSITIONS IN
THE UNITED STATES 170-73 (1984). Illustrating this tendency, Proposition 54, a proposal
included on the October 7, 2003 recall ballot, sought to prohibit the government from
collecting information about race or ethnicity. From April 2002 through July 2003, pub-
lic opinion polls showed those favoring the proposition well out in front of those oppos-
ing it (48-50% for; 34-29% against). By August 2003, however, approval had declined
(46% for; 35% against). By early September, the pros and cons were even (40% each),
but by late September, the cons had taken the lead (49% to 35%). On October 7, 2003,
64% of those actually voting on Proposition 54 voted "no." All poll results are from the
Field Poll. Field Research Corporation, The Field Poll (on file with author). The final
vote is from California Secretary of State, A History of California Initiatives 9 (Dec.
2002), available at http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/init history.pdf.

126. Peter Schrag, If if if- California and the Great Recall Crapshoot, SACRAMENTO
BEE., July 23, 2003, Editorials, at B7.

127. It is commonly accepted wisdom in California that a well-financed campaign
against an initiative makes defeat highly likely. See, e.g., PHILIP L. DUBOIS & FLOYD
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tive model, it is not surprising that the Davis strategy proceeded along
much the same lines that a campaign designed to defeat an initiative
would have proceeded-trying to show that the recall was unfair and
that, whatever his defects, Davis was a better alternative than the
unknowns of a strange procedure and a new governor.1 28

Poll results, however, show that public support for the recall did
not follow a failing initiative-type trajectory. Instead of starting high
and declining, support for the recall started low and grew. By mid-
summer, a majority of the likely voters supported the recall, and the
recall thereafter never trailed. Going from 39% in early March, to
46% in early April, to 51% in early July, it peaked at 58% in early
August. Late September saw a slight dip to 53%, but in early October
there was a last minute increase to 57%.129 On October 7, 55% of the
voters approved the recall. 130 Although it could be argued that the
dip in support for the recall in early September had similarities to how
initiatives respond to intensive attack, the overall recall trajectory
does not appear to be that of a typical initiative campaign.

One important practical issue that turned on the question of
whether the recall was a candidate election or a ballot measure con-
cerned how the California campaign finance law should be applied.
Should the contribution limits that apply to candidates for governor in
a normal gubernatorial election, for example, apply in the recall cam-
paign? Or should contributions be unlimited as in a ballot measure
race? The California Fair Political Practices Commission's approach

FEENEY, LAWMAKING BY INITIATIVE: ISSUES, OPTIONS, AND COMPARISONS 182-88 (1998).
Even as late as mid-September, citizens expressed considerable ambiguity about the
recall. Mitchell Landsberg, Many Voters who aren't Davis Fans are deciding that oust-
ing him Would be Antidemocratic, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 14, 2003, pt. A, at 1.

128. LARRY N. GERSTON & TERRY CHRISTENSEN, RECALL!: CALIFORNIA's POLITICAL

EARTHQUAKE 69 (2004).
129. This account draws primarily on the Field Poll, one of the most respected of the

California public opinion polls. In April, the percentage of likely voters who favored the
recall was 46%; opposed 43%; and 11% that did not know. For July, the figures were
51% favoring the recall, 43% opposed, and 6% that did not know. For August, the
figures were 58% favoring the recall, 37% opposed to the recall, and 5% that did not
know. For early September, the figures were 55% favoring the recall, 40% opposed to
the recall, and 5% that did not know. For late September, the figures were 53% favoring
the recall, 43% opposed to the recall, and 4% that did not know. For early October, the
figures were 57% favoring the recall, 43% opposed to the recall, and 4% that did not
know. Because the Field Poll had no figures for March, the text uses the Los Angeles
Times poll. Michael Finnegan, Davis' Job Rating Falls to All-Time Low of 27%, L.A.
TIMES, Mar. 9, 2003, pt. 1, at 1 (appearing to be registered voters). During the cam-
paign results from the different polling organizations polls sometimes varied. David
Lauter, Why Poll Results Differ, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 12, 2003, pt. A, at 22. The overall
trajectories, however, were generally similar.

130. Special Election 2003, supra note 123.
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was to treat the recall as a hybrid.13 1 It applied the contribution limit
($21,200) to the replacement candidates and their campaign commit-
tees, but allowed the political committees supporting or opposing the
recall to accept unlimited contributions. 132 Several candidates, in-
cluding both Arnold Schwarzenegger and Cruz Bustamante, created
both a candidate committee and a support committee. This allowed
these candidates to attract both limited and unlimited contribu-
tions.1 3 3 In the recall campaign, as in other elections, candidates are
allowed to contribute unlimited amounts to their own campaigns. The
normally applicable contribution limits do not apply. Arguing that
candidates cannot corrupt themselves and that the normal avoidance-
of-corruption justification therefore does not exist, the U.S. Supreme
Court has repeatedly held unconstitutional any attempt to limit the
amounts that wealthy candidates can contribute or spend on their
own campaigns.

13 4

Although obviously involved in the recall campaign, Gray Davis
was not a replacement "candidate." As a consequence, the Commis-
sion did not apply the $21,200 contribution limit to him. His principal
committee for the recall campaign was considered a ballot measure
"opposition" committee that was allowed to accept unlimited
contributions. 1

3 5

After the recall campaign was over, Schwarzenegger transferred
money from his ballot measure campaign committee to his gubernato-
rial campaign committee in order to cover debts incurred by the guber-
natorial committee. Although criticized by some, these transfers
appear to have been within the rules established by the Fair Political
Practices Commission. These rules allowed transfers of $21,200 per
contributor to the gubernatorial campaign committee if the contribu-

131. California Fair Political Practices Commission, Fact Sheet: Recall Elections
(July 2003), available at http://www.fppc.ca.gov/library/recallfactsheet.pdf.

132. CAL. GovT CODE § 85301 (West 2005) imposes a $20,000 limit on contributions
to gubernatorial candidates. The limit is indexed and was at $21,200 in 2003. Section
82043 defines 'measure" as 'any proposition" which is "intended to be submitted to a
popular vote at an election by initiative, referendum or recall procedure whether or not
it qualifies for the ballot." CAL. GOVT CODE § 85301 (West 2005). The California Politi-
cal Reform Act imposes disclosure requirements for "measures" but no contribution lim-
its. See CAL. GOVT CODE § 85303(c), §§ 84501-84511, 85310 (West 2005); see also
California Fair Political Practices Commission, supra note 131, at 5.

133. "Arnold Schwarzenegger's Total Recall Committee, Vote Yes" was the ballot
measure support committee associated with the Schwarzenegger campaign. "Californi-
ans for Stability-No on the Governor's Recall" was the ballot measure oppose commit-
tee associated with Lt. Governor Bustamante.

134. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976).
135. The Davis ballot measure oppose committee was called "Californians Against

the Costly Recall of the Governor." The Fair Political Practices Act does not prohibit
local jurisdictions from applying contribution limits in local recall elections. See Califor-
nia Fair Political Practices Commission, supra note 131, at 2.
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tor had not previously contributed to the gubernatorial campaign.136

Although the rules formally maintain the $21,200 contribution limit
for the gubernatorial campaign, the transfers illustrate just how ficti-
tious the boundary between ballot measure campaigns and candidate
campaigns often is. By illustrating the illusory nature of this bound-
ary when an individual is involved in both a candidate election and a
ballot measure campaign, the recall campaign calls into question the
Supreme Court's principle that "ballot measure" campaigns are differ-
ent from candidate elections because "issues" cannot be corrupted in
the way that candidates can.1 3 7

B. DID MONEY DETERMINE THE OUTCOME?

Money is often a determining factor in both candidate and ballot
proposition campaigns. In 2002, for example, Gray Davis spent more
than twice as much as Bill Simon, his Republican opponent in the gen-
eral election. In approximate terms, $55 million to $23 million. Al-
though unopposed in the Democratic primary, Davis spent an
additional $9 million in the primary election on advertisements
against Richard Riordan, a Republican opponent who, if he had won
the Republican primary, many observers believe would have been a
much more formidable adversary than Simon. Many observers believe
that Davis' campaign expenditures played a major role not only in
winning the general election but in determining which opponent he
would face.

Money appears to have played an equally critical role in the recall
election. The $1.9 million poured into the signature collection effort

136. Christian Berthelsen, Governor Moves Money to Repay Campaign Debt, S.F.
CHRON., Dec. 5, 2003, at A21 (quoting a Fair Political Practices Commission
spokeswoman).

137. Citizens Against Rent Control v. City of Berkeley, 454 U.S. 290 (1981). The
Davis campaign's ballot measure oppose committee illustrates the tenuous nature of the
distinction between candidates and ballot measures that the U.S. Supreme Court fre-
quently uses. Although Davis was not a "candidate," it seems obvious that contribu-
tions to his campaign had the same potential for corrupting or creating the appearance
of corruption as contributions to someone who was formally a "candidate." After the
recall campaign was over, the Fair Political Practices Commission adopted 2 Cal. Code
Regs. tit. 2, § 18530.9 (2004), which applied candidate contribution limits to ballot mea-
sure committees when controlled by a candidate for elective state office. In 2006, how-
ever, an appellate court, reviewing the issuance of a preliminary injunction by a trial
court, found this regulation to be inconsistent with CAL. GOVT CODE § 85302 (West
2005). Citizens to Save Cal. v. Cal. Fair Political Practices Comm'n, 145 Cal. App. 4th
736 (Cal. Ct. App. 2006). The appellate court further found that the Commission had
exceeded its authority in issuing the regulation. Citizens to Save Cal., 145 Cal. App. 4th
at 736. The court did not find it necessary to rule on the plaintiffs claim that the regu-
lation violated the First Amendment. Id. The Commission chose not to seek further
review and repealed the regulation.
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by Darrell Issa essentially guaranteed the success of that effort. 138

Although it is possible that the effort would have succeeded without
Issa's money, success would have been problematic. Even if successful,
the signature collection would have taken longer, and might well have
resulted in a recall election in March 2004 rather than October
2003.139

In the recall election campaign, the forces supporting the recall
employed nearly twice as much as those opposing the recall-$44.6
million versus $23.3 million. 140 Arnold Schwarzenegger himself spent
$27.1 million-more than the whole anti-recall campaign.

Not included in these figures are $28.5 million spent on behalf of
Cruz Bustamante, the Democratic lieutenant governor. Did these
monies help or hurt the recall? Although Bustamante's slogan was
"No on the Recall; Yes for Bustamante," many observers believe that
his candidacy helped the recall far more than it hurt.14 1 That was the
Davis camp's thought when it worked hard to get Democrats to refuse
the temptation to run as replacement candidates. By breaking ranks,
Bustamante made it difficult for Davis to portray the recall as a
purely Republican effort. 142 If Bustamante monies are added to the
pro-recall total, the total for the pro-recall effort is more than three
times that of the anti-recall campaign-$73 million versus $23
million.

Money was also decisive in another way. Wealthy candidates,
able to fund much of their own campaigns and therefore not as con-
stricted by the state's contribution limits led the money parade. Ar-
nold Schwarzenegger, Peter Ueberroth, and Garrett Gruener all made
contributions of $1 million or more to their own campaigns. Darrell
Issa, whose $1.9 million in contributions provided the critical support

138. See California Secretary of State, http://dbsearch.ss.ca.gov/ContributorDetail.
aspx (last visited Jan. 26, 2008); Shaun Bowler & Bruce Cain, Introduction-Recalling
the Recall: Reflections on California's Recent Political Adventure, PS ONLINE, 2004, at 7,
8, available at www.apsanet.org. Elizabeth Garrett, Democracy in the Wake of the Cali-
fornia Recall, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 239, 240-253 (2004) (reviewing some possible reforms
in the signature gathering process).

139. In order to avoid a March 2004 date for the election, the proponents had to
submit the signatures needed in time to have the qualification announced by September
4, 2003. See supra note 91.

140. See app. E.
141. Between late June and early July, a Los Angeles Times poll asked registered

voters whether having no Democratic gubernatorial candidates on the replacement bal-
lot would cause them to change their vote on the recall, 8% of those responding said
yes-enough switches at the time to cause the recall to fail. Michael Finnegan, Times
Poll: Slim Majority of Voters backs the Davis Recall, L.A. TIMES, July 4, 2003, pt. 1, at 1.
See also Darry Sragow, Davis lost the Vote-Before he'd even started Campaigning, PR
WEEK, Oct. 17, 2003, at 17 (discussing Davis' campaign).

142. Bowler et al., supra note 138, at 7-10 (suggesting that by giving a "mixed mes-
sage," the Bustamante campaign may also have confused some Democratic supporters).
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for signature gathering, contributed another million plus to his own
campaign efforts-even though he never became a formal candi-
date. 143 Together these four individuals contributed one of every six
dollars involved in the recall. With $10.6 million in personal contribu-
tions and loans, Schwarzenegger was responsible-all by himself-for
11% of the total.'4 4

In the seventy-five days between qualification of the recall and
the election, and the less than two months between the date of filing
and the election, candidates and groups for and against the recall
spent more than $97 million, nearly as much as was spent in the year
long 2002 gubernatorial election. 14 5

A key complaint about Gray Davis was his endless fundraising
and reliance on special interest groups. Schwarzenegger tapped into
this discontent soon after announcing that he would run. "I don't need
anyone's money," he said, "we will listen" to special interests but "will
not be swayed by their money."1 4 6 Schwarzenegger nonetheless ac-
cepted over $11 million in contributions, a fifth from builders and de-
velopers. 147 Indian tribes that own casinos spent even more-over
$11 million. Most of their money went to support Cruz Bustamante
and Tom McClintock. Despite candidates' criticisms of Davis and
pledges to shake up the Sacramento power structure, records show

143. It is difficult to trace all the Issa money. In addition to the $1.87 million that
he gave or loaned to the recall effort, he contributed or loaned $1,196,000 to one of his
gubernatorial committees and at least $300,000 to another. Jones et al., supra note 89.
See also, Campaign Finance: Issa, Darrell E.; Katherine S., http://cal-access.sos.ca.gov/
campaign/committees/Detail.aspx?id=1012840&session=2003 (last visited Jan. 28,
2008) (listing a number of committees for "Darrell Issa" in 2003-2004).

144. California Secretary of State, Political Reform Division, http://www.sos.ca.gov-
prd/prd.htm (last visited Jan. 16, 2008) [hereinafter Political Reform Division]; Dan Mo-
rain, Campaigners Spend $88 Million, Despite Limits, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 4, 2004, pt. B, at
6. Schwarzenegger's $10.6 million and Issa's $2.9 million involved both contributions
and loans. Id. Both also used multiple funding sources and committees. Id.

145. Candidates, recall committees, and independents in the recall campaign ex-
pended more than $97 million. See app. E. For his 2002 re-election campaign, Gray
Davis spent over $64 million. Because he was unopposed, all of the $9-10 million he
spent in the Democratic primary was directed against his Republican opponents. Rich-
ard Riordan spent $9.2 million; and Bill Jones spent $2.3 million in unsuccessful at-
tempts to become the Republican candidate. William Simon, the winner of the
Republican primary, spent $33.6 million in the primary and general election campaigns.
Total expenditures for the 2002 California gubernatorial campaign totaled nearly $110
million. Political Reform Division, supra note 144. See also Evan Halper, Duke Helfand
& Dan Morain, Davis' Revised Budget to Add Car Increase of $4 Billion, L.A. TIMES,
May 13, 2003, pt. 1, at 1 (indicating total expenditures of $130 million).

146. JOE MATHEWS, THE PEOPLE'S MACHINE: ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER AND THE

RISE OF BLOCKBUSTER DEMOCRACY 107-29 (2006).
147. Halper et al., supra note 145.
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that the recall election was largely paid for by the same interest
groups that gave campaign funds in the past.148

C. DID LEGAL DECISIONS DETERMINE THE OUTCOME?

Lawsuits played a critical role in determining the outcome of the
2000 Presidential election. 149 In a high profile challenge to a sitting
governor, it is not surprising that all sides in the recall campaign, and
others as well, took to the courts to seek an advantage and protect
their interests. In all, there were more than twenty suits.' 50

1. Qualification

The first big battleground was the effort to qualify the recall by
collecting signatures from citizens supporting the recall. Seeking to
cut off the money Darrell Issa was contributing for signature gather-
ing, the anti-recall forces struck the first blow-filing a complaint on
May 29, 2003, with the Federal Election Commission. The complaint
charged Issa with soliciting nearly $500,000 in corporate soft money
campaign donations in violation of McCain-Feingold, the then-new
and expanded federal campaign finance law adopted in 2002.151 On
July 15, anti-recall forces attacked the signatures being presented by
the pro-recall forces more directly. Alleging that many signature gath-

148. Donations Came From Usual Sources, SAN DIEGO UNION, Oct. 11, 2003, at A18.
See also DEREK D. CRESsMAN, THE RECALL'S BROKEN PROMISE: How BIG MONEY STILL

RuNs CALIFORNIA POLITICS 35-61 (2007) (noting money's influence on politics in
California).

149. Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 1060 (2000). See Elizabeth Garrett, supra note 138, at
265-73 (reviewing some possible reforms in the signature gathering process); Richard L.
Hasen, The California Recall Punch Card Litigation: Why Bush v. Gore Does Not
"Suck," in CLICKER POLITICS, supra note 124 (suggesting that in the aftermath of Bush
v. Gore an aggressive litigation strategy has become a regular and important part of
political campaigns).

150. See app. F. Fierce Legal Battles Raged Around the Recall, in Institute of Gov-
ernmental Studies, University of California, Berkeley, 44 Public Affairs Report (Fall
2003), No. 2, at 18, indicates that there were 20 to 25 lawsuits (remarks of Karen
Getman). See also Kenneth P. Miller, The Davis Recall and the Courts, 33 AMERICAN
POLITICS RESEARCH 135 (Mar. 2005).

151. Richard A. Oppell, Jr., Leader of Effort to Recall California Governor is Named
in Dispute Over Campaign Finances, N.Y. TIMES, June 12, 2003, at A22. The complaint
argued that Congressman Issa had improperly transferred $445,000 in corporate money
from Greene Properties, where he is chief executive, and had solicited other soft-money
corporate donations. Id. Under the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, federal
office holders are prohibited from collecting soft-money contributions. See 2 U.S.C.
§ 441i(e) (2000), invalidated by McConnell v. FEC, 251 F. Supp. 2d 176 (2003), affd in
part, rev'd in part, 540 U.S. 93 (2003) (providing federal office holders are prohibited
from collecting soft-money contributions). Although the federal law provides an excep-
tion for federal officeholders who are running for state office and Congressman Issa had
indicated that he would be running for the California governorship, anti-recall attor-
neys argued that the exception did not apply because the money was being used in the
recall campaign rather than in the race for the governorship.
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erers failed to meet the qualifications established by California law,
they asked the Los Angeles Superior Court to throw the signatures
out.152

Although perhaps successful in tarnishing the public image of the
signature gathering effort to some extent, these legal actions had little
impact on the effort itself. The claim that Darrell Issa had violated
the new federal campaign finance law rested on a hotly contested and
highly complex provision in a controversial new law whose constitu-
tionality was already scheduled for review by the U.S. Supreme Court
in September 2003. Under these circumstances, it is not surprising
that the Federal Election Commission took little action on the com-
plaint during the recall campaign. 15 3 Although ruling promptly, the
California courts rejected the claim that the signatures should be
thrown out because many of the signature gatherers were felons or
from out of state. Even if the allegations were true, the trial judge
thought that the signatures should be counted unless some defect
could be shown in the signatures themselves. He therefore refused to
expedite a hearing on the request for an injunction. This ruling was
upheld by the appellate courts.1 5 4

Pro-recall forces filed two suits of their own during the signature
collection phase of the recall. Both sought to prevent adverse actions
by election officials. Filed on July 10, the first asked California's third

152. Complaint, Robins v. S.C. (Shelley), No. S117661 (July 15, 2003). Filed in the
Los Angeles County Superior Court on July 15, Robins alleged that the pro-recall forces
had hired signature circulators from Arizona and Washington state who were not regis-
tered California voters, that some signature circulators registered to vote in California
even though they were not residents, and that some circulators were convicted felons.
Id. Alleging that these actions violated CAL. ELEC. CODE §§ 102, 11045, 11046 (West
2003), the complaint asked the court to enjoin Secretary of State Shelley from certifying
the recall until county clerks had determined whether the signature circulators were
registered voters as required by the California law. Id. See also Jeremiah Marquez,
Judge Deals Setback to Anti-Recall Lawsuit, S.F. CHRONICLE, July 16, 2003.

153. In McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93 (2003), the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of the new law, including the specific provisions on which the com-
plaint had been based. McConnell, 540 U.S. at 93. On November 5, 2003, the Commis-
sion's general counsel reported that there was probable cause to believe that Issa had
supplied all of the seed money and 60% of the total funding for Rescue California, the
group that had spearheaded the qualification effort. On February 3, 2004, the Commis-
sion found reason to believe that Congressman Issa had violated 2 U.S.C.
§ 441i(e)(1)(B), as the complaint had alleged. In 2005, however, while the Issa matter
was still under review, the Commission issued an advisory opinion concluding that
§ 441i(e)(1)(A), (B) does not restrict Federal candidates and officeholders in their fun-
draising activities for ballot measure committees that support or oppose ballot initia-
tives. Federal Election Commission, Advisory Op. 2005-10. Based on this new advisory
opinion, the Commission dismissed the complaint against Congressman Issa. In re U.S.
Rep. Darrell Issa, No. 5367 (Nov. 2, 2005), available at http://eqs.nictusa.com/eqsdocs/
00004CBC.pdf.

154. Robins, No. S117661 (denying review of prior trial court and district court of
appeal decisions).
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district court of appeal to order Secretary of State Kevin Shelley to
maintain and make publicly available a continuous count of verified
signatures and to require local election officials to verify signatures
submitted within five business days from submission. 155 Filed one day
later, the second suit sought to prevent Shelley and local registrars
from disqualifying signatures because petition circulators lacked
proper qualifications or used improper methods of collection. 1 56 The
first suit resulted in an order requiring Secretary of State Shelley to
order counties to validate signatures within five days of submis-
sion. 15 7 The second took a back seat to the anti-recall suit in Los An-
geles that dealt with many of the same issues. 5 8

2. Lawsuits Related to the Rules for the Election and Its Legality

Lawsuits related to the election soon followed. On July 23, two
law professors and others sought to overturn a long-standing Califor-
nia law that invalidated any recall ballot that did not contain both a
vote on whether to approve the recall of Governor Davis and a vote on
one of the replacement candidates. When a federal district court ac-
cepted the argument that this part of the California law infringed on a
citizen's right to vote, this suit achieved quick success.159

Gray Davis himself filed suit in the California Supreme Court on
August 4, claiming that the recall procedure violated the U.S. Consti-
tution's guarantee that each state have a republican form of govern-
ment and that it was unconstitutional to refuse to allow him to run as
a replacement candidate in the event he was recalled. 160 Groups sup-

155. Recall Gray Davis Comm. v. Shelley, No. C044487 (Cal. Ct. App. July 18,
2003).

156. Complaint, Costa v. Shelley, No. 03AS03887 (Cal. Super. Ct. 2003) (voluntarily
dismissed at the request of the plaintiff on September 3, 2003).

157. Recall Gray Davis Comm., No. C044487. Although the alternative writ of
mandate issued by the court was technically only provisional, Secretary of State Shelley
chose to comply rather than contest the order, even though he said that he believed that
his original advice to counties had been correct. Press Release, California Secretary of
State, Secretary of State Kevin Shelley Issues Directive to Counties (July 19, 2003),
available at http'J/www.sos.ca.gov/executive/pressreleases/2003/03-050.pdf.

158. See supra note 153.
159. On July 29, a San Diego federal district court held that by forcing plaintiffs to

vote on a question on which the plaintiffs did not wish to vote, CAL. ELEC. CODE § 11382
(West 2003) violated both their First Amendment rights and the federally protected
right to vote. Partnoy v. Shelley, 277 F. Supp. 2d 1064 (S.D. Cal. 2003), as modified on
reconsideration (Aug. 21, 2003). Following the later intervention of a third party seek-
ing to have § 11382 applied in the recall election or to have the election postponed, the
court made minor modifications to the order. Id. Section 11382 was repealed in 2004
by 2004 Cal. Stat. ch. 132, § 1. The U.S. Supreme Court cases on which the Partnoy
decision is based are criticized in Vikram D. Amar, Adventures in Direct Democracy: The
Top Ten Constitutional Lessons from the California Recall Experience, 92 CAL. L. REV.
928-32 (2004).

160. Complaint, Davis v. Shelley, No. S117921 (Cal. filed August 4, 2003).
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porting Lieutenant Governor Bustamante filed two additional suits in
the California Supreme Court, arguing that if the electorate voted to
recall the governor, the state constitution required that he be suc-
ceeded by the lieutenant governor rather than by a replacement candi-
date.16 1 A fourth suit filed in the California Supreme Court argued
that replacement candidates should be required to gather signatures
equal to one percent of the last gubernatorial vote. 16 2 Acting quickly
and decisively, the California Supreme Court denied all four claims on
August 7.163

3. Punchcard Votes and Timing of the Election

Governor Davis' August 4 suit also asked the California Supreme
Court to postpone the election until the time of the regularly sched-
uled March 2004 primary, when new voting systems would be in place
throughout the state. If the election went forward on October 7, he
argued, some counties would have to use old punchcard voting sys-
tems like those that had caused problems in Florida in the 2000 Presi-
dential election. Along with its denial of other claims presented, the
California Supreme Court rejected this claim on August 7.164

The NAACP and other civil rights groups represented by the
American Civil Liberties Union filed a similar complaint in federal
district court on August 7. Built in part upon an earlier punchcard
voting case that had been settled by a consent decree requiring Cali-
fornia to eliminate punchcard balloting by the time of the March 2004
primary, this complaint became the most dramatic legal action of the
recall campaign. 16 5 The federal district judge denied the request for a

161. Complaint, Frankel v. Shelley, No. S117770 (Cal. filed on July 28, 2003); Rob-
ert Salladay, Recall Puts State Law to Legal Test; One Lawsuit Says Only Bustamante
Can Replace Davis, S.F. CHRON., July 29, 2003, at A-11; Byrnes v. Bustamante, No.
S117832 (Cal. filed on July 30, 2003).

162. Complaint, Burton v. Shelley, No. S117834 (Cal. filed on July 30, 2003). Chief
Justice George and Justice Moreno dissented from the denial. Believing that the issues
presented were substantial, they would have stayed the recall and required the secre-
tary of state to show cause why perscns wanting to be replacement candidates should
not be required to file signatures equal to at least 1% of the total number of votes cast
for the office at the preceding election.

163. See supra notes 151-53. On the same day the California Supreme Court also
denied a challenge to the placement of two initiative propositions on the recall ballot.
Eisenberg v. Shelley, No. S117763 (Cal. Aug. 7, 2003). See Vikram David Amar, Gover-
nor Davis's Claim to Run as His Own Successor is Meritless, but the Fear of a "Fringe"
Winner is Serious, http://writ.news.findlaw.com/amar/20030808.html (last visited Dec.
12, 2003) (discussing the merits of the Davis suit); Amar, supra note 159, at 939-41
(criticizing the California Supreme Court for not writing fuller opinions in these cases).

164. Davis, No. S117921.
165. Common Cause v. Jones, 213 F. Supp. 2d 1110 (C.D. Cal. 2002) (settled in a

consent decree based upon a decertification of punch card ballots for elections beginning
in March 2004), discussed in Sw. Voter Reg. Educ. Project v. Shelley, 344 F.3d 882, 890-
891 (9th Cir. 2003) (per curiam), rev'd en banc, 344 F.3d 914 (9th Cir. 2003).
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preliminary injunction in late August, but on September 15 a three-
judge panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-
cuit reversed and postponed the election. 16 6 If the election went for-
ward in October, the panel found that six counties involving at least
44% of the state's voters would have to continue using outmoded
punchcard voting machines and that deficiencies in these machines
made it likely that 40,000 votes would not be counted. Those whose
votes would not be counted had a strong chance, the panel thought, of
prevailing on their claim that the Equal Protection Clause entitled
them to have their votes counted equally with those of voters in coun-
ties that used more modern and more accurate voting methods. Bal-
ancing the state's "weak" interest in going ahead with the election as
scheduled against the "irreparable harm" that the October 7 date
would cause, the panel ordered the election postponed until March
2004.

For eight days it was unclear whether the election would be in
October 2003 or March 2004. While the state considered the possibil-
ity of an appeal, the Ninth Circuit-on a sua sponte vote of all the
circuit's active judges-ordered a rehearing. 16 7 On September 23,
only one day after the case was argued, the 11-judge en banc panel
unanimously ruled that the October 7 election could go forward. Find-
ing the plaintiffs' chances of success on the merits weaker than the
three-judge panel and the harms to the state and its voters greater,
the en banc panel found that the district judge had not abused his
discretion in denying a preliminary injunction. 168

4. Campaign Finance

Just as the anti-recall forces had earlier challenged Darrell Issa's
contributions to the signature gathering effort, state Senator Ross
Johnson, a Schwarzenegger supporter, in early September challenged
the legality of Lieutenant Governor Cruz Bustamante's use of a com-
mittee formed for the 2002 election as a vehicle for receiving large con-
tributions from Indian tribes interested in gambling and other groups.
Agreeing that it was unlawful for the 2002 Bustamante committee to
accept contributions after the end of the 2002 campaign, Sacramento
County Judge Loren McMaster, on September 22, ordered Busta-
mante to return all contributions received after the 2002 election to

166. Sw. Voter Registration Educ. Project, 344 F.3d 882.
167. Id.
168. Sw. Voter Registration Educ. Project v. Shelley, 344 F. 3d 914 (9th Cir. 2003)

(en banc) (per curiam). The suit was filed on August 7th. The district court denied the
preliminary injunction on August 20th.
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the donors-an amount reported to be as high as $4 million. 169 In
January 2004, after the election was over, the Fair Political Practices
Commission, California's campaign finance watchdog, filed a suit
based on the same events, charging Bustamante and three of his com-
mittees with reporting and other violations of the state's campaign fi-
nance law. This suit resulted in fines totaling $263,000, the largest
ever imposed by the Commission. 170

A last-minute, October 2 suit alleged that Schwarzenegger had
violated the California campaign finance law by accepting a $4.5 mil-
lion loan from a commercial bank and then loaning most of the pro-
ceeds to his campaign. Because the court denied the preliminary
injunction request, the case had no effect on the election. In January
2004, the trial judge ruled that that the maximum Schwarzenegger
was allowed to transfer from the loan proceeds to his campaign was
$100,000 and that his loan transferring $4 million to his own cam-
paign committee therefore violated California's Fair Political Prac-
tices Act. 17 1

5. Federal Voting Rights Act

The Federal Voting Rights Act requires four California counties to
secure advance permission for changes in voting laws and procedures.
Claiming that these four counties had failed to pre-clear their plans
for administering the recall election and that pre-clearance was neces-
sary, civil rights groups filed lawsuits seeking to postpone the election.

169. Johnson v. Bustamante, No. 03AS04931 (Cal. Super. Ct. Sept. 22, 2003). The
court found that acceptance of monies after the 2002 election violated CAL. GOV'T CODE
§ 85316 (West 2005). This section was amended in 2006. See CAL. GOVT CODE § 85316
(West 2005 & Supp. 2007); see also Don Thompson, Bustamante Must Return Old Cam-
paign Funds, OAKLAND TRIBUNE, Sept. 23, 2003, available at http://findarticles.com/p/
articles/mi-qn4l76/is_20030923/ai-n14559423.

170. Fair Political Practices Comm'n v. Bustamante, No. 04AS00049 (Cal. Super.
Ct. Apr. 12, 2004). See Press Release, California Fair Political Practices Commission,
Commission, Bustamante Agree to $263,000 Civil Settlement (Apr. 13, 2004), available
at http://www.fppc.ca.gov/releasespdf/4-13-04.pdf. The Commission's complaint, a joint
stipulation settling the case, and the final judgment are also available at the Commis-
sion's website.

171. Camp v. Schwarzenegger, No. 03AS05478 (Cal. Super. Ct. 2003). The judge
dismissed the allegation that the $4.5 million loan Schwarzenegger received from the
bank violated CAL. GOVT CODE § 85307(a) (West 2005) because the terms were not
those usually made in the regular course of business. Id. Contrary to the allegation,
the judge found that the bank had made other loans on similar terms. The claim that
Schwarzenegger's $4 million loan to his own campaign was illegal was based on
§ 85307(b). Technically, the judge's ruling was preliminary because the suit was for an
injunction. See id. However, Schwarzenegger did not appeal. The suit was eventually
dismissed as moot on June 7, 2005. Id. For a discussion of the litigation, see DEREK D.
CREssmAN, THE RECALL'S BROKEN PROMISE: How BIG MONEY STILL RUNS CALIFORNIA
POLITICS 66-70 (2007). In 2004, the California legislature clarified § 85307(b) with an
amendment adopting the interpretation given by the trial court.
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By early September, however, the counties had received the necessary
pre-clearances and the suits went nowhere. 172

6. Other Suits

At least three persons sued, unsuccessfully, in an attempt to be
listed as replacement candidates. 173 One replacement candidate,
however, was successful in forcing the secretary of state to include his
candidate statement, along with those of the other candidates who
met the requirements, in the ballot pamphlet circulated in advance of
the election.1 7 4 Tom McClintock, one of the major replacement candi-
dates, was not successful, however, in forcing the secretary of state to
accept a change from "declines" to accept the voluntary expenditure
limits to "accepts" the voluntary contribution limits. Without such an
acceptance, a candidate is not eligible to have his candidate statement
included in the state's ballot pamphlet. 175 A November 12 claim-
more than a month after the election-asked that the secretary of
state be enjoined from certifying the election results because the elec-
tion was illegal. The court summarily rejected this claim. 1 76 During
the recall campaign there were also a number of suits related to Pro-
positions 53 and 54, two initiatives scheduled to appear on the Octo-

172. The Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights sued Monterey County on August 1,
claiming that Monterey County had not secured the pre-clearance required Federal Vot-
ing Rights Act § 5, 42 U.S.C. § 1973c (2000). See Oliverez v. Monterey County, No. C-
03-3584 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 5, 2003). After the county added additional voting sites, the
U.S. Justice Department pre-cleared the election and the federal district court declined
to postpone the election. Id. The court's ruling also applied to Salazar v. Monterey
County, No. C-03-03584 JF (N.D. Cal. Sept. 5, 2003), a suit brought by the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF) seeking a postponent in order
to allow for more debate time for Proposition 54, an initiative scheduled to appear on
the October 7th recall ballot. Gallegos v. California, No. CIV-F-03-6157 (E.D. Cal.
2003), filed on August 25th, was a Lawyer's Committee suit seeking a postponement for
Kings and Merced Counties. The fourth California county covered by the pre-clearance
requirement was Yuba.

173. Dimov v. Shelley, No. 03CS01258 (Cal. Super. Ct. 2003); Estrada v. Shelley,
No. 03CS01186 (Cal. Super. Ct. 2003); Germalic v. Shelley, No. 03CS01269 (Cal. Super.
Ct. 2003). All of these cases were filed in the Sacramento County Superior Court in late
August, and all of the cases were denied within a few days without an opinion being
issued.

174. Rankin v. Shelley, No. 03CS01219 (Cal. Super. Ct. Aug. 28, 2003).
175. McClintock v. Shelley, No. 03CS01177 (Cal. Super. Ct. Aug. 28, 2003). CAL.

Gov'T CODE § 85401 (West 2005) requires acceptance or rejection of the voluntary ex-
penditure limits at the time an individual files the statement of intention required to
run for elective state office. Added by 2000 Cal. Stat. ch. 102 (amended 2004) (approved
as Proposition 34 on Nov. 7, 2000). CAL. GOVT CODE § 85601 (West 2005) (establishing
acceptance of the limits as a condition for inclusion of the candidate's statement in the
ballot pamphlet).

176. Adams v. Shelley, No. 03AS06278 (Cal. Super. Ct. Nov. 14, 2003).
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ber 7 ballot. Several of these involved requests for delay that could
have affected the gubernatorial recall. 1 77

7. Effects

Several of the suits discussed above could have had a profound
effect on the recall election. Had the California Supreme Court ruled
that the proper successor, in the event that Governor Davis was recal-
led, was the lieutenant governor, much of the recall effort would have
come to a rapid halt. 178 Postponing the election to March 2, 2004, the
date of the Presidential primary in California, would not have ended
the recall effort, but many observers believe that such a postponement
would have greatly helped Governor Davis. 1 79

Perhaps the clearest actual impact on the campaign came from
the Sacramento County Superior Court's decision upholding Republi-
can complaints that Lieutenant Governor Bustamante had violated
the state's campaign finance law by funneling $3 to $4 million in con-
tributions from Indian gambling interests and others into a 2002 cam-
paign account in order to avoid contribution limits that applied to his
recall campaign committee. In early September, before the lawsuit
began, Bustamante led Schwarzenegger by a small margin in the pub-
lic opinion polls. Coming on the heels of Schwarzenegger attacks por-
traying money from Indian gaming tribes as "special interests," the
court's September 22 decision hurt Bustamante's image and played an
important role in evaporating his lead in the polls.' 8 0 It made him
look more like a scheming politician heavily beholden to special inter-
est groups, rather than an experienced and credible alternative for a
faltering governor.' 8 ' By election day, 58% of those voting had an un-

177. See app. F.
178. See supra notes 152 and 154.
179. See supra notes 155, 156 and 158 (providing suits that specifically sought to

postpone the election); Mark Z. Barabak, Decision Likely to Help Davis, L.A. TIMES,
Sept. 16, pt. A, at 1 (discussing the effect of delay on the outcome of the recall).

180. Alexa H. Bluth, Judge Bars Disputed Bustamante Funds, SACRAMENTO BEE,
Sept. 23, 2003, at Al. Los Angeles Times polls indicate the trajectory of the Busta-
mante campaign. Michael Finnegan, Majority Now Favors Recall; Schwarzenegger
Leads Rivals, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 1, 2003, pt. A, at 1. An August 16-21 poll gave him a 13%
lead over Schwarzenegger (35% to 22%); in a September 6-10 follow-up he had a 5% lead
(30% to 25%). Id. By late September, however, Schwarzenegger had pulled ahead by
40% to 32%. Id. Between August 15th and September 23rd, Bustamante led in five of
the six available statewide polls. His lead varied from 2% to 13%. Daron Shaw, Mark J.
McKenzie & Jeffrey Underwood, Strategic Voting in the California Recall Election, 32
AM. POL. RES. 216, 230 (2005).

181. See, e.g., Louis DeSipio & Natalie Masuoka, Opportunities Lost? Latinos, Cruz
Bustamante, and California's Recall, in CLICKER POLITICS 112, 115-20 (Shaun Bowler &
Bruce E. Cain eds., 2005) [hereinafter Opportunities Lost? in CLICKER POLITICS]. Other
factors in the decline of the Bustamante candidacy include a performance in the second
debate that many considered poor, the nature of the campaign that he ran, and the fact
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favorable opinion and only 36% viewed him positively.' 8 2 He received
31.5% of the vote. 183

D. AN ELECTION LIKE No OTHER?' 8 4

There were two unique things about the recall election. First, and
perhaps foremost, the recall procedure itself was unique. Although on
the books in California and many other states for many years, Gray
Davis was the first California governor ever, and only the second
American governor, actually to face a recall election. Secondly, the en-
try of Arnold Schwarzenegger into the race was unique. As a leading
newspaper stated, "Schwarzenegger's candidacy not only tested the
bounds of conventional political thinking, but the way in which cam-
paigns are covered .... ,,185 "It was real life intertwined with
Hollywood," and "the actor's presence fueled a media frenzy that kept
the recall on Californians' minds seven days a week, through most
every news cycle." 18 6

The combination of these two factors meant that Governor Davis
"was not just a moderate Democrat slugging it out against a moderate
Republican in a political brawl." Rather he was

a beleaguered career politician who had done wrong and been
cast out in the wilderness. A microcosm of society was now
lined up to challenge him-college students, a car dealer, a
comedian, a pornographer, lawyers, state workers, his own

that some key Republicans dropped out of the recall campaign. Although the decision
may not have caused the number of Bustamante supporters to decline, it clearly weak-
ened his ability to attract Democrats and independents who planned to vote yes on the
recall. In an article written for the Latino Political Wires on November 6, 2003, and
included in the book, RAYMOND J. GONZALES, A LIFETIME OF DISSENT: PASSIONATE AND
POWERFUL ARTICLES ON THE CRITICAL ISSUES OF OUR TIMES 62-64 (2006), Gonzales
called Bustamante "the least inspiring" of the candidates participating in the second
debate and said that he fell "into the political greed trap" by taking millions from the
"Indian gaming lobby" just at the time that the electorate was becoming concerned
about Gray Davis' pay-to-play contribution "extortions."

182. Based on polls conducted by Edison Media Research and Mitofsky Interna-
tional of 400 self-described absentee voters interviewed by telephone and 3,814 voters
interviewed as they were leaving polling places throughout California, Washingtonpost.
com, California Recall Election Exit Poll, http:www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/polit-
ics/recallexitpoll.html (last visited Jan. 31, 2008) [hereinafter Exit Poll].

183. California Secretary of State, Statement of Vote: 2003 Statewide Special Elec-
tion xiv (Oct. 7, 2003) [hereinafter Special Election 20031, available at http://www.sos.
ca.gov/elections/sov/2003speciallcontents.htm.

184. This was the title of the Sacramento Bee's October 12, 2003, special section on
the recall. "It was a campaign like no other, with twists and turns and plots that would
make a screenwriter envious." Rick Rodriguez, Executive Editor, Chronicle of History a
Challenge, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct. 12, 2003, Special Section, at 2.

185. Id.
186. Margaret Talev, An Election Like No Other, SACRAMENTO BEE, Oct. 12, 2003,

Special Section, at 2.
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lieutenant governor, and, leading the pack, a movie star best
known for his role as a robot who terminates people. 8 7

Because every election is to some extent unique, the validity of
this explanation for the result lies mainly in the eye of the beholder.
There are several ways, however, in which this election was "like no
other." The first is that it is far from clear that Arnold Schwarzeneg-
ger, a moderate, could have won the Republican nomination for gover-
nor in a normal election. In order to win the nomination, he would
have had to win the Republican primary-an election in which most of
the voters are more conservative than Schwarzenegger. In 2002, for
example, Richard Riordan, the former Los Angeles mayor and a mod-
erate with much more political experience than Schwarzenegger, lost
decisively in the primary to a more conservative candidate.

A second way in which the election was unique was that the
Schwarzenegger candidacy brought many citizens to the polls who do
not usually vote. Public opinion surveys showed that nine in ten
likely voters followed the news about the recall fairly closely, an up-
turn from the 2002 general election that was likely due to the unusual
media coverage.' 8 8 As compared with the gubernatorial vote in the
November 2002 general election, the actual turnout increased by more
than a million and a half votes-from 7.7 to 9.4 million.1 8 9

A third way in which the recall election was unique was its short
duration-seventy-five days. Had the election period been longer, it
would have been more difficult for Schwarzenegger to deal with the
allegations that he had touched women inappropriately on movie
sets.' 90 Even in the shortened recall campaign, these charges were
potentially explosive. Schwarzenegger's rapid apology for "behaving
badly" defused them considerably, however, and many people thought
that it was dirty politics to raise these issues at such a late point in
the campaign. 19 1 A defamation suit filed against Schwarzenegger af-
ter the election by one of the sixteen women making allegations sug-
gests that these issues might have been a larger factor in a longer
campaign.192

187. Id.
188. Mark Baldassare, Bruce Cain & Jonathan Cohen, Recall Report Card, 55 CAL.

J. (Nov. 2003), at 16.
189. In all, 61.2% of those registered, voted in October 7th election. Special Election

2003, supra note 183, at iv-viii. This compared with 50.6% in the regular November
2002 gubernatorial election and 36.4% in the state's last special election (November
1993). Id.

190. See supra note 121.
191. See supra note 122.
192. Mareva Brown, Allred Wants Governor to Testify, SACRAMENTO BEE, Dec. 10,

2003, at A3. Although Schwarzenegger promised before the election to have the allega-
tions investigated, his spokesman said in December that he had decided such an inves-
tigation would be "fruitless." Laura Mecoy & Mareva Brown, No Harassment Probe
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A longer campaign might also have forced Schwarzenegger to
have been more specific about his campaign promises. In the short-
ened campaign, the public was willing to accept vague, general state-
ments. Over the longer time involved in a normal election cycle, the
public might have proved less willing to do SO.

1 9 3

E. POLITICS AS USUAL?

Candidates for re-election to high office are well aware that they
have a great advantage if the economy is good and a great disadvan-
tage if the economy is not good. The public approval ratings for Pete
Wilson, Gray Davis' Republican predecessor, declined sharply in 1992
to the twenty percent level due to budget problems and the poor Cali-
fornia economy. 194 If he had come up for re-election then, he might
well have lost his re-election bid.

In 2002, the weak economy had been one of the major drags on
Gray Davis' popularity and one of the reasons that he barely won re-
election-despite a not overly strong Republican opponent. In 2003,
things were no better. Many states had similar problems, and Davis
was not the only U.S. governor struggling to find a way to finance his
state's government. 19 5 Davis' problem, however, was not whether
California's budget problem was unique. Davis' problem was that he
had again to stand for re-election in the face of even worse budget
news than had been apparent in 2002. Not only was Davis the bearer
of additional bad economic news, he also had done little to erase his
reputation for hesitation in the face of the energy crisis and the per-
ception that he was more interested in the special interest groups who
filled his campaign coffers than in the ordinary citizen.

After All, SACRAMENTO BEE, Dec. 9, 2003, at Al. See also Lisa G. Bedolla & Carole J.
Uhlaner, Is the Personal Political? Gender, Sexual Misconduct, and the California Re-
call, PS ONLINE, Jan. 2004, at 15-18, available at www.apsanet.org (concluding that the
allegations had little effect on the election); MATHEWS, supra note 146, at 185-90 (indi-
cating that Schwarzenegger polls going back to 2001 showed that most Californians
would not react negatively to such stories and gives a detailed picture of his campaign's
strategy on the issue).

193. In an exit poll, 64% of the October 7th voters said that Schwarzenegger had not
"addressed the issues in enough detail." Exit Poll, supra note 182. MATHEWS, supra
note 69.

194. Jane Gross, California Budget Fight May Help Governor, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 16,
1992, at 28.

195. In September 2003, for example, the California unemployment rate (seasonally
adjusted) was 6.8% as compared with 6.1% for the United States overall. U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, The Employment Situation: September 2003
(Oct. 3, 2003), available at http://www.bls.gov/news.release/archives/empsit_10032003.
pdf; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Unemployment rates by
state, seasonally adjusted, September 2003, available at http://data.bls.gov/map/servlet
map.servlet.MapToolServlet?datatype=unemployment&year=2003&period=MO9&sur-
vey=la&map=state&seasonal=s.
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The importance of the economic factors can be seen in the answers
given in an election day exit poll. Only 13% of the voters thought that
the economy was excellent or good. Fifty percent said "not so good,"
and 33% said "poor."1 96 This may be the reason why 67% of the voters
said that they made up their minds over a month before the day of the
election.1 97 As one Democratic strategist wrote, "Davis lost the vote-
before he'd even started campaigning."19 8

Even the recall itself can in some ways be viewed as politics as
usual. In a state in which the initiative is viewed as just another way
of passing a law and a whole army of groups and firms are in the busi-
ness of collecting signatures or running initiative-type campaigns, it is
not surprising that a recall-after thirty-one previous tries-finally
made it on to the ballot.

Politicians and political groups tend to use whatever methods
they have available to fight for the goals that they seek to accomplish.
Collecting signatures equal to 12% of the last gubernatorial vote re-
quires a lot of signatures. In most elections, however, 12% of the last
gubernatorial vote is only a third or less of those who voted against
the candidate who ultimately won. In a climate in which signature
gathering firms can collect signatures for almost any cause, the only
thing missing at virtually any time is the money necessary to hire a
signature gathering firm. When normal political factors greatly
weaken the sitting governor, the temptation to try to recall the gover-
nor increases exponentially.

IV. HOW WELL DID THE CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT
PERFORM ITS RECALL DUTIES?

Extraordinary and unprecedented, the 2003 California guberna-
torial recall put great pressure on the California legal and political
system. How well did this system respond and perform?

Sitting in the eye of the storm was California Secretary of State
Kevin Shelley. Charged with administering the state's election laws,
but given a constitutional and statutory framework that left many im-
portant questions unanswered, he faced many difficult decisions.
When confronted with equally difficult and challenging issues in the
2000 Presidential election, Florida's Secretary of State Katherine Har-
ris fumbled often-leaving many with the belief that she was highly
partisan, inept, or both. 199

196. Exit Poll, supra note 182.
197. Id.
198. Darry Sragow, Recalling Strategies, PR WEEK, Oct. 20, 2003, at 17.
199. Florida Secretary of State, Harris, was co-chair of the Florida campaign for

Republican presidential candidate George W. Bush. James Gerstenzang, Election Over-
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A Democrat with close ties to organized labor groups backing the
retention of Governor Gray Davis, Shelley nonetheless worked hard to
perform his duties in an evenhanded way. Although pro-recall forces
sometimes worried about his partiality, and anti-recall forces were
sometimes angry when close decisions did not go their way, he was
largely successful both in avoiding partisanship and in devising solu-
tions to the many problems created by the inadequacy of the Califor-
nia recall law.20 0

Had he wished to play a partisan role, there were ways that Shel-
ley could have done so. He could, for example, have dragged his feet in
the processing of recall signatures-using readily available adminis-
trative or legal arguments. 20 1 Shelley chose instead to rely on prac-
tices created and followed by his predecessors, both Democratic and
Republican.

20 2

The courts were also confronted with many challenges during the
recall. Overall both the California courts and the federal courts re-
sponded quickly, effectively, and fairly. The toughest issues related to
the method for qualifying replacement candidates and whether to
postpone the election until March 2004 in order to avoid the use of
punchcard ballots. Although the method for qualifying replacement
candidates chosen by Secretary Shelley resulted in the "circus" of 135
replacement candidates, the California Supreme Court majority recog-
nized that the legislature had failed to provide a workable procedure

haul Is Urged; Politicians Should Give Up Voting Oversight to Nonpartisan Pros, a Bi-
partisan Panel Says, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 19, 2005, pt. A, at 7 (reporting recommendations
of a private twenty-one member commission chaired by former President Carter and
former Secretary of State James Baker).

200. See supra notes 145 and 149.
201. Buckley v. American Constitutional Law Foundation, 525 U.S. 182 (1999),

holds that requiring circulators to be registered voters for initiatives infringes on the
constitutionally protected right to freedom of speech. It might be possible to argue that
this principle does not apply to recall elections, but this seems like a weak argument.
There were other legal arguments, however, that Shelley might plausibly have made.
For example, CAL. GOv'T CODE §§ 104, 11046 (West 2003) requires circulators to file
affidavits indicating that they personally observed the signing of the signatures and
that they list their own addresses on the petition, and there were allegations in Robins
v. S.C. (Shelley), No. S117661, (Cal. July 25, 2003) that the petitions submitted con-
tained falsifications of both. Truman v. Royer, 189 C.A.2d 240 (Cal. App. 1961) suggests
that election officials should ignore such allegations, but Assembly of Cal. v.
Deukmejian, 30 C.3d 638 (Cal. 1982), a later decision by the California Supreme Court,
could be interpreted as undermining the earlier cases. Even if a challenge strategy ulti-
mately failed legally, it might nonetheless have proved successful in delaying the
processing of signatures. For broader comments on signature requirements, see Vikram
D. Amar, Adventures in Direct Democracy: The Top Ten Constitutional Lessons from the
California Recall Experience, 92 CAL. L. REV. 928-932 (2004) (discussing lessons learned
from recall experience).

202. The 2003 recall instructions on signature verification, for example, draw on
sources at least as far in the past as California Secretary of State, Verification of Elec-
tions Petitions - Guidelines and Draft Procedures (Apr. 15, 1988).
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and deferred to the method chosen by Shelley, a method that made the
best of a bad set of alternatives and had the virtue of adhering to prior
practice.203

More troublesome was the issue of punchcard ballots. The two
suits concerning this issue led to four decisions. Ruling that the use of
punchcard ballots would infringe the right to vote of those whose votes
would be lost, one of these decisions-by a three-judge panel of the
Ninth Circuit-would have postponed the election.20 4 However, both
the California Supreme Court and an en banc panel of the Ninth Cir-
cuit concluded that the election should proceed as scheduled, despite
the fact that the punchcard ballots might result in the loss of some
votes.

20 5

Because the election resulted in margins of victory both for the
recall and for Schwarzenegger that far exceeded the 40,000 votes that
the Ninth Circuit three-judge panel found might be lost, the en banc
panel's decision to allow the election to go forward has provoked rela-
tively little subsequent discussion. Had the vote turned out to be as
close as that in the 2000 Presidential race, however, there would un-
doubtedly have been a lot more analysis. 20 6

The institution that comes off least well is the California legisla-
ture. Although effectively given the authority to fashion the recall

203. Amar, supra note 201, at 933-38 and Richard L. Hasen, The California Recall
Punch Card Litigation: Why Bush v. Gore Does Not "Suck," in CLICKER POLITICS: ESSAYS
ON THE CALIFORNIA RECALL 170 (Shaun Bowler & Bruce E. Cain eds., 2005) raise ques-
tions about the deference given in Shelley's decision. Allowing the secretary of state or
the courts to reinstate the 1911 constitutional provision that was removed by a vote of
the people upon recommendation of the California Constitutional Revision Commission,
the principal alternative solution suggested, however, would have presented even
greater problems and been even more objectionable.

204. See Costa v. Shelley, No. 03AS03887.
205. See supra notes 152 and 156. The Ninth Circuit en banc panel overruled the

three-judge panel and affirmed the decision of the federal district court allowing the
election to go forward.

206. Compare Amar, supra note 201, at 934-35, 950-58, with Hasen, supra note 203.
The expert witness whose testimony formed the basis for the three-judge panel's esti-
mate that 40,000 votes would go uncounted if the election went forward with punch-
card ballots was Henry E. Brady, a University of California, Berkeley political scientist.
In a post-election analysis based on data from the 2003 recall election, Brady concluded
that the actual number of"lost" votes was closer to 160,000. Postponing the California
Recall to Protect Voting Rights, in Recalling the Recall, PS ONLINE, Jan. 2004 [hereinaf-
ter Recalling the Recall], available at www.apsanet.org. Even this larger number of
"lost" votes, however, would not have changed the results of the recall (decided by more
than 950,000 votes) or Schwarzenegger's win over Bustamante (by 1.4 million votes). R.
Michael Alvarez, Melanie Goodrich, Thad E. Hall, D. Roderick Kiewiet, & Sarah M.
Sled, The Complexity of the California Recall Election, in Recalling the Recall, supra, at
23-26 (partially confirms and partially raises questions about the accuracy of the Brady
projections). A large scale exit poll also asked questions bearing on this issue. Public
Policy Institute of California, Special Survey on California Elections (Sept. 29-Oct. 6,
2003) [hereinafter Special Survey].
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procedures by the 1976 change in the California Constitution, the leg-
islature never took this task on in any comprehensive way.2 0 7 The
inadequacy of the procedures provided for qualifying replacement can-
didates was perhaps the most serious of the problems surfaced by the
recall but only one of many.20 8 Since the recall, there have been nu-
merous proposals for reform, but no major changes have been
adopted.

20 9

V. THE PUBLIC'S EVALUATION OF THE RECALL

In a poll taken in the last weeks of the election, nearly half the
voters said that the recall made them feel worse about California
politics, while only one in five said it made them feel better. 2 10 Most

voters believed that campaigns have gotten worse in the past ten
years, and very few thought that campaigns today are better than
they used to be.

Surprisingly, six in ten told the pollsters that they were dissatis-
fied with the amount of attention that the recall candidates paid to the
issues most important to them. Specifically, the voters wanted to hear
much more about their proposals for fixing the economy, reducing the
state budget deficit, and improving schools. Most voters saw the recall
as yet another example of an election lacking in substance. Although
most voters had seen or read about the televised debates, only two in
ten thought that the candidates had provided information that was
helpful in deciding how to vote.

Although eight in ten Californians told the pollsters that they
think it is a "good thing" that the state constitution allows the voters

207. In 1979, for example, interim legislative hearings on recall elections focused
almost entirely on recalls at the local level. California Assembly Elections and Reappor-
tionment Committee, Interim Hearing on Recall Elections (Oct. 17, 1979).

208. Other unresolved issues included whether the lieutenant governor should be
the successor when a governor is recalled, conflicts between the times specified in the
codes for various actions, and numerous other matters. Noting these problems in his
dissent in Burton v. Shelley, No. S117834 (Cal. Aug. 7, 2003), California Chief Justice
George encouraged the appropriate bodies to clear up the confusion. See also Elizabeth
Garrett, Democracy in the Wake of the California Recall, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 254-65
(2004) (discussing the democracy after the recall).

209. When questioned shortly before the election, likely voters indicated support for
a number of possible changes: raising the signature requirement for qualification to
25% (56% support); allowing recalls only because of illegal or unethical activity (59%
support); requiring a runoff election if no replacement candidate got more than 50% of
the vote (64% support); and making it harder to get on the replacement ballot (68%).
Special Survey, supra note 206.

210. Mark Baldassare, Bruce Cain & Jonathan Cohen, Recall Report Card, 55 CAL.
J. (Nov. 2003), at 15. Three in ten said that the recall did not change their views about
California politics. Public Policy Institute of California, Special Survey on California
Elections (Sept. 29-Oct. 6, 2003), available at http://www.ppic.orglcontent/data/PPIC
statemadeSurveySpecialSurveyElections.pdf.
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to recall the state's elected officials, the voters were deeply divided as
to whether the 2003 recall was an appropriate use of this constitu-
tional power. By the last week of the campaign, based on what voters
told the pollsters, there was an even split on this issue-with Republi-
cans generally believing that the process was appropriate and Demo-
crats believing that it was not.

Six in ten voters said that the recall process itself was in need of
change. Many voters, for example, believed that the law should be
changed to provide that elected officials can only be recalled for uneth-
ical behavior or illegal activity. Six in ten also supported increasing
the number of signatures required to qualify a statewide recall from
12% to 25%. The perception that millionaires and special interest
groups with money can easily mobilize an army of paid signature
gatherers played an important role in these views.

Believing that there were far too many candidates, many voters
favored strengthening the qualifications required to appear on the bal-
lot. Many also thought that Governor Davis' name should have been
on the replacement ballot. Six in ten supported adding a runoff elec-
tion, if no replacement candidate received more than 50% of the vote.

Only one in four voters, however, said that they would be less
likely to support a future recall as a result of the 2003 election. "In-
stead," say three of the state's most astute political observers, "the vot-
ers now see the recall as they have long viewed its relative-the
citizen initiative-as a flawed political tool that is needed to weaken
the influence of elected representatives who are beholden to special
interests."

2 11

VI. SOME FINAL REFLECTIONS

Like the initiative and the citizen-initiated referendum, the recall
was intended to give citizens a way to take charge when the normal
political system fails to function properly.

Did the 2003 California gubernatorial recall fulfill this role? Pow-
erful arguments suggest that it did not. The proponents initiated the
recall less than four months following the November 2002 election and
less than two months into Governor Davis' new term of office. The
argument that the Governor had hidden the true extent of the budget
deficit was occasionally made, but not credible given the transparency
of the California financial system. Even the proponents did not claim
that he had committed a crime or done anything illegal. In their for-
mal statement of grievances, the recall proponents alleged nothing

211. Baldassare et al., supra note 210, at 18.
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more than mismanagement, an issue that was fully debated in the
November 2002 election.

If the question is whether the system failed to give Davis' oppo-
nents an opportunity to choose an alternative leader in the November
2002 election, the answer clearly is that the system did not fail in this
respect. The Republicans did not make a particularly good choice in
the alternative leader whom they put forward, but that is hardly a
good systemic reason for giving them a second bite at the apple a few
months later.

Similarly, if the question is whether Gray Davis did anything in
the early months of 2003 to merit being recalled, the answer must
again be no. Indeed a good argument could be made that in his ap-
proach to the 2003 budget, Governor Davis exercised the strong, wise
kind of leadership that many thought he had previously lacked-pro-
posing cuts that were more than his fellow Democrats wanted and
suggesting taxes that the Democratic legislators argued were too little
and that the Republicans thought were too great.

Are there then any good systemic arguments in favor of the 2003
recall? Perhaps two. One might be that the state and the electorate
faced a wholly new situation in 2003: a budget deficit immensely
larger than at the time of the November 2002 election. A second possi-
bility is that the state's political system was totally deadlocked;
neither the governor nor the legislature had the power to solve the
problem alone and they seemed unable to work together. Whether
this inability to act was due to wrong policies, the state constitutional
requirement of a two-thirds vote on the budget, a 2001 reapportion-
ment that resulted in few middle-of-the-road legislators, or some other
factor was not particularly important. What was important was that
the system was not working and that something needed to be done.

If the 2003 recall is viewed as a way to change the equation-an
attempt to get things moving again by changing the leadership at the
top, it can perhaps be considered as fulfilling its intended role.

The example of the 2003 recall helps us to see more clearly the
ultimate question posed by the recall procedure. Would Gray Davis
and the legislature ultimately have overcome their gridlock and
reached better solutions than the new governor and the same legisla-
ture? By creating an option for change do we encourage or allow the
elected leadership to adopt irresponsible, intransigent positions, or
have we found a way around a perennial governmental problem? 2 12

212. It is tempting to try to answer these questions on the basis of the political situ-
ation as it exists in California at the time this article is published. In reality, however,
it is much too early to tell what the correct answers are.
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APPENDIX A1

STATES WITH RECALLS FOR STATE OFFICERS

State

Alaska*

Arizona

California

Colorado

Georgia

Idaho*

Kansas*

Louisiana*

Michigan*

Minnesota

Montana

Nevada

New Jersey

Constitution

ALASKA CONST. art. XI,
§8

ARIz. CONST. art. 8,
§§ 1-6

CAL. CONST. art. 2,
§§ 13-18

COLO. CONST. art. XXI,
§1

GA. CONST. art. 2, §§ 2,
4

IDAHO CONST. art. VI,
§6

KAN. CONST. art. 4, § 3

LA. CONST. art. X, § 26

MICH. CONST. art. II,
§ 1, 11(8)

MINN. CONST. art. VIII,
§6

NEV. CONST. art. 2, § 9

N.J. CONST. art. I, 2

Statutory Authority

ALASKA STAT.

§§ 15.45.470-15.45.720
(2006)

ARIz. REV. STAT. ANN.

§§ 19-201-19-234 (2002
& Supp. 2006)

CAL. ELEC. CODE
§§ 11,000-11,386 (West
2003 & Supp. 2007)

COLO. REV. STAT. ANN.

§§ 1-12-101-1-12-123
(West 2000 & Supp.
2006)

GA. CODE ANN. §§ 21-4-
1-21-4-21 (2003)

IDAHO CODE ANN. §§ 34-
1701-34-1715 (2001 &
Supp. 2007)

KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 25-
4301-25-4317 (2000)

LA. REV. STAT. ANN.
§§ 18:1300.1-
18:1300.17 (2004 &
Supp. 2007)

MICH. COMP. LAWS
SERV. §§ 168.951-
168.976 (LexisNexis
2004 & Supp. 2007)

MINN. STAT. ANN.

§§ 211C.01-211C.09
(West Supp. 2007)

MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 2-
16 601-2-16-635 (2006)

NEV. REV. STAT.
§§ 306.005-306.130
(2005)

N.J. STAT. ANN.

§§ 19:27A-1-19:27A-18
(West 1999)
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North Dakota

Oregon

Rhode Island**

Washington*

Wisconsin

N.D. CONST. art. III,
§§ 1, 10
OR. CONST. art. II, § 18

R.I. CONST. art. IV, § 1
WASH. CONST. art. I,
§§ 33-34

WIS. CONST. art. XIII,
§ 12

D.C.

N.D. CENT. CODE § 16.1-
01-09.1 (Supp. 2007)

OR. REV. STAT.

§§ 249.865-249.877
(2005)

WASH. REV. CODE ANN.

§§ 29A.56.110-
29A.56.270 (West 2005
& Supp. 2007)

Wis. STAT. ANN. § 9.10
(West Supp. 2006)
D.C. CODE ANN. §§ 1-
204.111-1-204.115
(LexisNexis 2006)

*Does not allow recall for judicial officers.
**Rhode Island limits state officer recalls to the governor, lieutenant governor, secre-

tary of state, attorney-general, and general treasurer.
1 COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, 39 BOOK OF THE STATES 331-38 (2007) contains addi-
tional details about state-level recalls. The National Conference of State Legislatures
also maintains a list. See National Conference of State Legislatures, Recall of State
Officials, http://www.ncsl.org/programs/legismgt/elect/recallprovision.htm (last visited
Jan. 23, 2008).
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APPENDIX B
STATES WITH RECALLS FOR LOCAL OFFICIALS

1. GENERALLY AVAILABLE FOR ALL LOCAL ELECTIVE OFFICES (18)

Recall is generally available for all local elective offices in the fol-
lowing states: Alaska,' Arizona, 2 California,3 Colorado, 4 Florida,5

Georgia,6 Idaho, 7 Kansas s Louisiana,9 Michigan,' 0 Montana," Ne-
braska,' 2 Nevada,' 3 New Jersey,' 4 North Dakota,' 5 Oregon,' 6 Wash-
ington, 17 and Wisconsin.' 8 This list includes two states that do not
use the recall for state-level offices (Florida and Nebraska). This list
excludes two states that use the recall for state-level offices (Minne-
sota and Rhode Island).

2. AVAILABLE ONLY FOR CERTAIN LOCAL OFFICES (21)

Recall is only available for certain local offices in the following
states: Alabama (school boards),' 9 Arkansas (cities),20 Hawaii (county

1. ALASKA CONST. art. XI, § 8; ALASKA STAT. §§ 15.45.470-15.45.720 (2006).
2. ARIz. CONST. art. 8, § 1-6; ARiz. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 19-201-19-234 (2002 &

Supp. 2006).
3. CAL. CONST. art. 2, §§ 13-19; CAL. ELEC. CODE §§ 11,000-11,386 (West 2003 &

Supp. 2007).
4. COLO. CONST. art. XXI, § 1; COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 1-12-101-1-12-123; 23-

71-120.5; 31-4-501-31-4-505 (West 2000 & Supp. 2006).
5. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 100.361 (West 2002); DALE KRANE, PLATON N. RiGos & MEL-

VIN B. HILL, JR., HOME RULE IN AMERICA: A FIPTY-STATE HANDBOOK 31 (2001).
6. GA. CONST. art. 2, §§ 2, 4; GA. CODE ANN. §§ 21-4-1-21-4-21 (2003).
7. IDAHO CONST. art. VI, § 6; IDAHO CODE ANN. §§ 34-1701-34-1715 (2001 &

Supp. 2007).
8. KAN. CONST. art. 4, § 3; KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 25-4301-25-4304; 25-4318-25-

4331 (2000).
9. LA. CONST. art. X, § 26; LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 18:1300.1-18:1300.17 (2004 &

Supp. 2007).
10. MICH. CONST. art. II, § 1, 11(8); MICH. COMP. LAws SERV. §§ 168.951-168.976

(LexisNexis 2004 & Supp. 2007).
11. MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 2-16-601-2-16-635 (2006).
12. NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 32-1301-32.1309 (2004); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at

274.
13. NEV. CONST. art. 2, § 9; NEV. REV. STAT. §§ 306.005-306.130 (2005).
14. N.J. CONST. art. I, 2; N.J. STAT. ANN. §§ 19:27A-1-19:27A-18 (West 1999).

These provisions repeal all prior recall laws. Committee to Recall v. Casagrande, 701
A.2d 478, 481 (N.J. 1997); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 292.

15. N.D. CONST. art. III §§ 1, 10; N.D. CENT. CODE § 16.1-01-09.1 (Supp. 2007).
16. OR. CONST. art. II, § 18; OR. REV. STAT. §§ 249.865-249.877 (2005).
17. WASH. CONST. art. I, §§ 33-34; WASH. REV. CODE ANN. §§ 29A.56.110-

29A.56.270 (West 2005 & Supp. 2007).
18. WIS. CONST. art. XIII, § 12; WIs. STAT. ANN. § 9.10 (West Supp. 2006); § 17.12

(West 2003).
19. ALA. CODE §§ 11-44-30-11-44-134; 11-44E-168 (1989) (school boards); KRANE

ET AL., supra note 5, at 31 (not available for cities or counties); Carden v. Worthy, 494
So.2d 37 (Ala. 1986) (holding recall act applicable only to a single named city
unconstitutional).
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charters),2 1 Iowa (if home rule charter authorizes), 22 Maine (if city
home rule charter authorizes), 23 Massachusetts (if charter autho-
rizes), 24 Minnesota (counties; charter governments if charter autho-
rizes), 25 Mississippi (county elective officers), 2 6 Missouri (general law
cities of more than 1000; charter cities if charter authorizes),27 New
Hampshire (if city or town charter authorizes),28 New Mexico (school
boards; cities and counties if charter authorizes), 29 New York (if home
rule charter authorizes),30 North Carolina (permitted for some cit-
ies),3 1 Ohio (cities; charter cities if charter authorizes),32 Oklahoma (if
city charter authorizes),33 Rhode Island (if home rule charter autho-

20. ARK. CODE ANN. §§ 14-47-112; 14-48-114; 14-61-119 (West 1998 & Supp. 2007);
KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 55.

21. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 118. In Mink v. Pua, 711 P.2d 723 (Hawaii 1985)
and Republican Party of Hawaii v. Waihee, 709 P.2d 980 (Hawaii 1985), the Hawaii
Supreme Court upheld recall provisions of the Honolulu charter forbidding recalled of-
ficeholders from running in the election to choose their successor. Supreme Court Jus-
tice William Rehnquist, sitting as circuit justice, refused to stay the election to
determine the successors. Republican Party of Hawaii v. Mink, 474 U.S. 1301 (1985).

22. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 155. See also Eckerson v. City of Des Moines,
115 N.W. 177 (Iowa 1908) (holding valid a city charter that included a recall provision).

23. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 30, § 2602 (2001); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 189
(indicating that 35 towns and cities have recall provisions in their charters).

24. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 210 (indicating that local communities can
adopt). Lexis contains references to three such charters: Att'y Gen v. Town Clerk of
Hudson, 562 N.E.2d 1346 (Mass. 1990); Mieczkowski v. Devine, 2001 Mass. Super.
LEXIS 662 (Hampshire Superior Ct. April 26, 2001); Stapleton v. Nyhan, 1995 Mass.
Super. LEXIS 797 (Essex Superior Ct. Feb. 3, 1995). JOSEPH F. ZIMMERMAN, THE RE-
CALL: TRIBUNAL OF THE PEOPLE 29, 43 (1997) (indicating that fifty-two Massachusetts
towns have such charters.)

25. MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 351.14-351.23 (West 2004); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5,
at 229 (noting limitations in MINN. CONST. art. VIII, § 6, apply even though not formally
applicable); Michele Timmons, Judy Grant, Teri Popp & Heidi Westby, County Home
Rule Comes to Minnesota, 19 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 811, 835 (1993); Jacobsen v. Nagel,
96 N.W.2d 569 (Minn. 1959).

26. Miss. CONST. art. 5, § 139; Miss. CODE ANN. §§ 25-5-3-25-5-37 (West 2003)
(called "removal" rather than "recall").

27. Mo. ANN. STAT. §§ 77.650-77.650; 78.260-78.290 (West 1998 & Supp. 2007);
KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 246.

28. ZIMMERMAN, supra note 24, at 63 n.168, indicates that five N.H. charter cities
have recall provisions; KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 282 n.47.

29. N.M. CONST. art. 12, § 14; N.M. STAT. §§ 22-7-1-22-7-16 (2005); KRANE ET AL.,
supra note 5, at 301.

30. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 310 (authority must be granted by legislature
rather than local voters). Sinawski v. Cuevas, 506 N.Y.S.2d 396 (Sup. Ct. 1986) takes a
more negative position.

31. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 318; N.C. GEN. STAT. § 130A-66 (2007) (sanita-
tion district commissioners).

32. OHIO CONST. art. II, § 38; OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 705.92 (LexisNexis Supp.
2007); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 338. Removal petitions may be filed against other
local elective officers, but the decision is made by the courts rather than by the voters.
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3.08 (LexisNexis 2007).

33. Clapsaddle et al v. Blevins, 66 P.3d 352, 360 (Okla. 1998); KaANE ET AL., supra
note 5, at 346, appears to be incorrect.
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rizes), 34 South Dakota (cities; home rule cities if charter authorizes),35

Tennessee (if home rule charter authorizes), 36 Texas (if city charter
authorizes), 37 Vermont (if town charter authorizes),38 and West Vir-
ginia (if charter authorizes). 39

3. NOT AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL OFFICES (8)

Recall is not available for local offices in the following states: Del-
aware,40 Indiana,4 1 Kentucky, 4 2 Maryland, 4 3 Pennsylvania,4 4 South
Carolina,4 5 Utah,46 and Wyoming.4 7

34. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 373.
35. S.D. CODIFIED LAWS §§ 9-13-29-9-13-35 (2004 & Supp. 2007) (1st and 2nd

class cities only); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 389.
36. TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 6-31-301-6-31-307 (2005) (authorizes recalls of city

school board members and city council members for some city charters). See also State
ex rel. Hammond v. Wimberly, 196 S.W.2d 561 (Tenn. 1946); Roberts v. Brown, 310
S.W.2d 197 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1958).

37. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 405-06; See, e.g., In re Porter, 126 S.W.3d 708
(Tex. App. 2004); Howard v. Clack, 589 S.W.2d 748 (Tex. App. 1979).

38. See VT. STAT. ANN. APPENDIX MUNICIPAL CHARTERS, chs. 103, 107, 123, 129, 149
(2007); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 424-25 (actual use is rare).

39. W. VA. CODE § 8-12-4 (2003); KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 450; State ex rel.
Durkin v. Neely, 276 S.E.2d 311 (W. Va. 1981).

40. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 92.
41. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 146.
42. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 171.
43. 80 Op. Atty'y Gen. 17 (1995), available at http://www.oag.state.md.us/Opin-

ions/1995/800AG17.pdf concludes that the Maryland Constitution precludes use of the
recall by charter counties. The opinion takes no position on use by charter cities. See
also KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 200.

44. Jefferson B. Fordham, Judicial Nullification of a Democratic Political Pro-
cess-The Rizzo Recall Case, 126 U. PA. L. REV. 1 (1977) criticizes the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court's finding in Citizens Comm. to Recall Rizzo v. Bd. of Elections, 367 A.2d.
232 (Pa. 1976), that the Philadelphia Home Rule Charter's recall violated the state
constitution.

45. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 381.
46. UTAH CODE ANN. § 17-52-403 (2007). See also Jefferson B. Fordham, The Utah

Recall Proposal, 1976 UTAH L. REV. 1 (discussing recall proposal). KRANE ET AL., supra
note 5, at 415 (appears to be incorrect).

47. Wyo. STAT. ANN. § 15-4-110 (2007) authorizes use of the recall for cities with
the commission form of government. There are, however, no cities with this form of
government in Wyoming. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 468.
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4. GENERALLY NOT AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL OFFICES BUT WITH A
TWIST (3)

Recall is generally not available for local cities in the following
states: Connecticut,48 Illinois, 4 9 and Virginia. 50

48. CONN. CONST. art. X, § 1, prohibits legislative conferral of charters by special
law after July 1, 1969. As a consequence, Simons v. Canty, 488 A.2d 1267 (Conn. 1985)
struck the recall provisions of the Waterford charter. ZIMERMAN, supra note 24, at 29-
30 indicates that this ruling cost twenty towns the right to use the recall. Simons v.
Canty upheld the validity of five pre-1969 charters created by special law. See also
KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 84.

49. In re Petition for Removal of Jack Struck, 244 N.E.2d 176 (Ill. 1969) held a
statute authorizing recalls by commission-type cities unconstitutional as special legisla-
tion because other cities could not use the procedure. KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at
135, indicates that the Chicago charter would allow the city to adopt the recall but that
it has not.

50. Although not allowing use of the recall (KRANE ET AL., supra note 5, at 433),
Virginia allows citizens to use recall-type petitions to trigger a judicial removal proce-
dure. See VA. CODE ANN. § 24.2-233 (2006).
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APPENDIX C
REQUIREMENTS-STATEWIDE RECALLS

Wait
Signatures Before Term End Circulation Another Grounds

State Required Filing? Blackout? Period Try? Required?

Alaska 25% VO 120 days 180 days - - Specific'

Arizona 25% VO 6 months
2  

- 120 days Pay costs Yes

California 12% VO
3  

- - 160 days Wait 6 mo. Yes

Colorado 25% VO 6 months 6 months 60 days Sigs to Yes
50% if w/in
year

Georgia 15% RV
4  

180 days 180 days 90 days - Specific
5

Idaho 20% RV 90 days - 60 days Pay costs/ Yes
new
ground

Kansas 40% VO 120 days 200 days 90 days No Specific'

Louisiana 33 113% EV - 180 days - Wait 18 No
mo.

Michigan 25% VG 6 months 6 months 180 days - Yes

Minnesota 25% VO - 90 days 6 months - Specific'

Montana 10% RV 2 months 3 months - Pay costs Specific'

Nevada 25% VO 6 months 90 days - Pay costs Yes

New Jersey 25% RV 315 days 320 days 6 months Wait 1 Optional
year

North 25% VG - - - No No
Dakota

Oregon 15% VG 6 months 100 days - Pay costs Yes

Rhode 15% VO 6 months 1 year 90 days - Specific'
Island

Washington 25% VO - 270 days 180 days - Specific
0

Wisconsin 25% VG 1 year 60 days - No No

Source: app. A.
VO=last vote for office. VG=last vote for governor. RV=registered voters. EV=persons eligible to
register.

Grounds for recall: lack of fitness, incompetence, neglect of duties, and corruption.
2 Waiting period does not apply after the office holder's first term in office.
3 At least one percent of the signatures required must come from five separate counties.

One/fifteenth of the signatures must come from each of the state's congressional districts.
Grounds for recall: acts of malfeasance, violated oath, misconduct, failure to perform duties pre-

scribed by law, and willfully misused or misappropriated public funds.
6 Grounds for recall: conviction of felony, misconduct in office, and failure to perform duties.

Grounds for recall: serious malfeasance or nonfeasance during the term of office, and conviction
during the term of a serious crime.
' Grounds for recall: physical or mental lack of fitness, incompetence, violation of oath of office,
official misconduct, and conviction of specified felony offenses.
' Grounds for recall: indicted or informed against for a felony, and convicted of a misdemeanor or
against who a finding of probable cause of violation of the code of ethics has been made by the
ethics commission.
" Grounds for recall: acts of malfeasance or misfeasance while in office, and violation of oath of
office.
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TREND OF
APPENDIX D

JOB APPRAISALS OF DAVIS AS GOVERNOR
(AMONG REGISTERED VOTERS)

Approve Disapprove No Opinion

March 1999 54 15 31
August 1999 59 26 15
October 1999 54 27 19
February 2000 62 20 18
June 2000 61 24 15
August 2000 56 28 16
January 2001 57 34 9
May 2001 36 55 9
September 2001 38 52 10
December 2001 38 51 11
January 2002 39 53 8
April 2002 39 54 7
July 2002 41 49 10
September 2002 39 49 12
April 2003 24 65 11
July 2003 23 66 11
August 2003 22 70 8

* all numbers presented are percentages
Source: Field Research Corporation, The Field Poll, tbl. 3 (Aug. 15, 2003) (Release No.
2081) (on file with Mabie Law Library, University of California Davis).
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APPENDIX E
RECALL CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES

Expenditures

A. Support for the Recall

1. Ballot Committees Supporting

Total Recall (Schwarzenegger) $4,238,847
Rescue California (Issa) 3,622,202
Recall Gray Davis Committee 889,179

Davis Recall Committee (Costa) 525,253
Total Committees Suoortine $9.275.481

2. Independent Expenditures Supporting
Recall $337,919
Schwarzenegger 126,717
McClintock 2,849,211*
Defeat of Davis 1,929
Total Independent Expenditures Supporting $3,315.776

3. Replacement Candidates

Schwarzenegger $22,881,474
All Other Candidates (except 9,148,540

Bustamante)
Peter Ueberroth 3,881,868
Tom McClintock 2,374,429
Ariana Huffington 1,092,364
Total Candidates (excent Bustamante) $32.030.014

Total Supporting Recall $44,621,271

B. Opposition to the Recall

1. Ballot Committees Opposing
Californians Against Costly Recall $14,591,565

(Davis)
Davis Committee (Davis) 3,535,145
Taxpayers Against Costly Recall 2,895,396
Progressive Democrats 160,937
Move-on.org Against Recall and 54 249,905*
Total Committees Onoosin $21,432.948

2. Independent Expenditures Opposing
Recall $1,546,710
Schwarzenegger 258,628
Total Independent Expenditures Oooosin $1.805.338

Total Opposing Recall $23.238.286

C. Support for Bustamante

1. Bustamante Committees
Friends of Bustamante (as candidate) $14,440,520**
Stability Committee v. Recall (ballot 754,124

measure)
Accountability v. Recall (ballot 31,057

measure)
Bustamante Committee Against 5,832,667**

Proposition 54 (ballot measure)
Lt. Governor 2002 (previous 1,363,957**

committee used for recall)
Total Bustamante Controlled S22.422.325
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2. Independent Expenditures for Bustamante
Independent for Bustamante $6,067,988
Total Independent for Bustamante $6.067.988
Total Pro-Bustamante $28.490.313

D. Other
Independent against Bustamante $1,013,200*
Total Independent against $1.013.200

Grand Total for the Recall Campaign $97.363.07

Effect of Bustamante Campaign Monies on Totals for Support and Opposition to the
Recall
If included as support for the recall

Support for recall $73,111,584
Oppose recall 23,238,286

If included as opposition to the recall:
Support recall $44,621,271
Oppose recall 51,728,599

If not included as either support or opposition
Support recall $44,621,271
Oppose recall 23,238,286

Sources: See California Secretary of State, Political Reform Division, httpJ/www.sos.ca.gov/prd/prd.
htm (providing campaign finance reports). The totals in the Appendix are calculated by the author.
The totals are based on final 2003 campaign reports for candidates and committees participating in
the recall. Totals include data from some committees that are not listed separately in this Appendix.
Minor amounts spent by candidates and nine recall committees not required to file electronically are
not included. The totals included in the Appendix are based on a methodology similar to that
employed by the RecallMoneyWatch.com website that was maintained by California Common Cause
during the recall campaign. This website is no longer accessible.
*Adjusted to correspond to httpJ/cal.access.sos.gov data concerning independent expenditures.
**From final, amended 2003 campaign statements. Although the settlement in Fair Political Prac-

tices Comm'n v. Bustamante, No. 04AS00049 (Cal. April 12, 2004) indicates that these accounts
were originally misreported, they have since been amended. The 2002 Committee's final 2003 cam-
paign statement lists $9.0 million in expenditures. The figure listed in Appendix E for this commit-
tee is adjusted for transfers to other Bustamante committees.
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APPENDIX F
RECALL-RELATED LAWSUITS

Lawsuit Title

Qualification
Federal Election Commission

Complaint
Recall Gray Davis Committee v.

Shelley
Costa v. Shelley
Robins v. Shelley

Rules Related to Election
Partnoy v. Shelley

Davis v. Shelley

Frankel v. Shelley

Byrnes v. Bustamante

Burton (Mark) v. Shelley

Punchcard Votes
Davis v Shelley
SVREP v. Shelley

Campaign Finance
Federal Election Commission

Complaint
Johnson v. Bustamante

Camp v. Schwarzenegger

FPPC v. Bustamante

Federal Civil Rights Act
Oliverez v. Monterey County
Gallegos v. Monterey County

Other Suits
Dimov v. Shelley
Estrada v. Shelley
Germalic v. Shelley
Rankin v. Shelley
McClintock v. Shelley
Adams v. Shelley

Proposition 54
SVREP v. Shelley
Eisenberg v. Shelley
Salazar v. Monterey County

Goal of Lawsuit

Declare Issa contributions
unlawful

Require prompt verification of
signatures

Prevent signature disqualification
Seeks to disqualify signatures

Not require vote on both recall
issues

Allow Davis as replacement
candidate; other

Declare Lt. Governor as automatic
successor

Declare Lt. Governor as automatic
successor

Nominate replacement candidates
differently

Postpone election to March 2004
Postpone election to March 2004

Declare Issa contributions
unlawful

Declare Bustamante contributions
illegal

Declare Schwarzenegger loans
illegal

Declare Bustamante contributions
illegal

Delay election until pre-qualify
Delay election until pre-qualify

Allow Dimov as candidate
Allow Estrada as candidate
Allow Germalic as candidate
Accept Rankin statement
Allow change in candidacy form
Invalidate the election

Postpone election to March 2004
Postpone election to March 2004
Postpone election to March 2004
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